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Abstract

In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts, this thesis is 

the culmination of work done at the University of Alaska Fairbanks English Department. 

The thesis project should attest to the student’s ability to compose graduate level work, 

demonstrating knowledge in research, criticism, literature, and argumentative methods. 

This thesis proposes to investigate the ways in which William Shakespeare’s plays show 

us an empowerment of what are traditionally considered lower positions: servants and 

women. In it I examine how servants can direct the action of the plays, motives for their 

actions and methods used by Shakespeare to effect these, all for the purpose of social 

criticism.
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Introduction: 

Servants in Shakespeare

One evening in the summer of 2002 I sat in an outdoor theatre, styled after the 

Globe, and saw the Utah Shakespearean Festival’s performance of Cymbeline. Having 

read the play before, I was able to respond to it more in the manner of a close friend, 

rather than with the feeling of unfamiliarity inevitably brought about by new 

acquaintances and new plays. Because of this I suddenly found myself wondering, “What 

would have happened if Pisanio had obeyed his master and murdered Imogen?” What 

happens to all the plans that the main characters make if the one who is supposed to carry 

them out does or does not carry them out? This places an enormous weight on these 

secondary characters, to whom we often pay little attention. I thought of other works that 

I had read where this also seemed to be the case (in particular, “The Eve of St. Agnes” by 

Keats), and I realized that the servant character is vital to the success or failure of the 

plot. The reason that Cymbeline ends happily is because Pisanio chooses to disobey his 

master, because Pisanio chooses to tell Cloten where he should go, because the 

Apothecary decides to give the Queen a sleeping potion instead of poison. The main 

characters often use words, asking through them that something be done, rather than 

doing it for themselves. The servant characters are the ones who exist because of their 

actions. They do or do not do what they are asked and it is this that opens up variations of 

possibilities for the endings of Shakespeare’s plays.



But what exactly makes up servant characters? What defines them as servants? 

Their class, their social standing? Their lack of power compared to another (i.e. Caliban 

of The Tempest or Katherine of The Taming o f the Shre\v)l Their dedication to others? 

Any one of these things might be the answer, and many more beside just these. 

Traditionally, the term service has a negative connotation, implying some level of 

inferiority or inequality. It indicates something that is done for someone by another 

person, generally for some sort of reward, such as a pay check. It seems to imply a social 

and economical (and occasionally political) status of both those in service to another (the 

servants) and that other (the master). It also implies a degree of control over the servant, 

and thus the servants’ own lack of control over their own lives. However, not all 

definitions of the term have negative implications. It can also indicate being of aid to a 

person or helping someone in need—a kind of charity, if you will. This creates limitless 

possibilities for characters within William Shakespeare’s plays because almost all of his 

characters might fit the role of servant— whether good or bad. Indeed, many critics have 

noted this, including L.M. Anderson, who writes, “Furthermore, all of Elizabethan 

society may be viewed as a hierarchy of service, with each class serving the class or 

classes above them” (6). Thus, ideally, the social hierarchy is cyclical, with each class 

serving the one above it, even the aristocracy. They serve their King and Queen, who, in 

return, serve the people of the nation. Of course, this includes Shakespeare, who “is, in 

the best tradition of humanist art, responsibly advising the governor, constantly 

reminding the court that its enormous power, wealth, refinement, and responsibility for
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administration of the law and the welfare of the kingdom [...] tend toward their own 

forms of excess, which may defeat the very values the court embodies” (Keman 97).

Thus, Shakespeare himself is a servant to his country, his government and his society, 

serving them by pointing their weaknesses, flaws and inadequacies out to them. In his 

plays, rulers are portrayed as owing a service to their people. Constance Jordan discusses 

Leontes in relation to his madness and his kingdom: “His desire and presumption are 

represented as the basis of a tyrannical misrule; his disillusionment is shown as consistent 

with an equitable government” (108). Paulina herself often accuses Leontes of being a 

tyrant and we see that throughout the play the King has a responsibility to those he orders 

to serve him; through this we can see Shakespeare pointing out possible flaws to the 

society he entertains.

It is not, however, my aim to define exactly what or who qualifies as a servant and 

why. Rather, I wish to examine how it is that those people in servile roles can control, to 

an extent, the course of the play. Why is it that they do the things they do, when 

sometimes those actions seem to make no sense? Why, for instance, does Pisanio agree to 

serve Cloten? Why does Paulina leave the infant with Leontes when she knows he is not 

won over by it, and if anything, seems more against the babe and its mother than ever 

before? Why does Iago bring Roderigo along to Cyprus? Why does Don John flee 

Messina when his plot has evidently succeeded? While theme-wise these inconsistencies 

may seem just that—inconsistencies—the reason for them is that in order to create future 

options for other characters, these previous actions need to occur. Cloten would not meet
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his death, thus leaving an unpleasant loose end at the finish, Perdita would not meet and 

fall in love with Florizel in a natural way which allows the courting to progress on their 

terms instead of those of an arranged marriage, Iago needs Roderigo around to do that 

which he cannot do himself (actions that would reveal his treachery—like assaulting 

Cassio), and Don John’s purpose within the play is something other than the eventual 

success of his plan and once that purpose has been fulfilled, he is no longer needed, 

threatening to become, like Cloten, an unpleasant loose end. Of course, there are other 

options for Shakespeare—other ways in which to construct his characters and their 

actions, so why does he leave the inconsistencies in without giving explanations or why 

not create other acts that take care of the loose end without being inconsistent? There is 

no way to know a final answer, however, there are possibilities. One of these might be 

that Shakespeare’s audience did not place as much importance upon what might be seen 

as discrepancies, if they even noticed them. Today there are many copies of 

Shakespeare’s plays in textile format, but in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

written copies of plays were seen as potential for copyright infringement. Thus, only by 

repeatedly viewing the play would a member of the audience likely pick up on the 

discrepancy.

As a part of his service, Shakespeare deals with some serious issues throughout 

his plays, challenging his audience to question their ideals, their beliefs and the 

ideologies of their society. Often he proposes solutions that are considered radical in 

order to solve these social problems, couching them in the normal progression of the
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play. Maurice Hunt, writing on slavery within The Comedy o f Errors, endorses this idea: 

“The ending of The Comedy o f Errors reflects the typical Shakespearean strategy of a 

radical idea suggested within the endorsement of a conventional social paradigm” 

(“Slavery” 50). The radical idea suggested is that Elizabethan servitude equals slavery 

and he suggests this idea by the emphasis upon the Dromio’s beatings despite their own 

good service, as well as by the fact that both men remain in bondage at the end despite 

their part in providing the happy ending.

Continuing his service, Shakespeare’s range of radical ideas is quite thorough. In 

addition to English servitude, Shakespeare often addresses the idea of unfaithfulness in 

women, its importance in society and the resulting accusations of women, most of whom 

are actually innocent, which shapes his concern into a concern with the slandering of 

women unjustly. S.P. Cerasano has looked historically at the legal structure that dealt 

with suits of slander during Shakespeare’s time. He notes, among other things, the 

difficulty in pursuing such a suit and assessing damages, the effect the slander itself had 

upon one’s reputation and, of particular interest, the nature of slander against women: “In 

fact, virtually all slander suits involving women called into question their sexual 

morality” (170). With that in mind, we see the effect it had upon the person slandered: 

“Slander, popularly thought of as ‘the transient murderer’, if not actually the cause of 

literal death, was thought to lead to public alienation and metaphorical death” (174). In a 

time where a woman’s entire worth was based upon her chastity, slander against that 

chastity meant virtual ruin. In the three plays I have selected (along with others that I
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have not written upon, Cymbeline, for instance) we see examples of the heroines 

slandered and their resulting deaths—for Hermione and Hero, metaphorical, and for 

Desdemona, literal.

In choosing the topic of untrue accusations against a woman’s sexual morality, 

and in responding to these unjust accusations, Shakespeare comments upon his society, 

and, as if poking it with a hot poker, encourages it to realize its own inadequacies. In 

order to poke without getting into trouble with those who dislike his assertions, 

Shakespeare uses the technique of character doubling, introducing similar characters who 

are images of primary characters, such as Lear and Gloucester in King Lear. But whereas 

Gloucester experiences various forms of what Lear experiences, in these plays, the 

images, or doubles, may or may not experience similar versions of their mistresses’ 

persecutions. The reasons for the double then become a matter of bringing a mirror to 

society’s face, as M.L. Williamson writes,

The [...] implication concerns the effect of the doubling, both within the play and 

on the audience. In both cases it allows a patriarchal society to retain the 

traditional ideal of womanhood and to ratify the socialization of women to 

convention, especially as the angry double is in each case socially inferior to the 

idealized heroine and regarded within the play as shrewish. The technique allows 

the expression of women’s anger and hostility, emotions particularly threatening 

to a patriarchy, while containing them psychologically and controlling them 

socially. Thus dramatic doubles betray their origins in psychic mechanisms which
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are a means of dealing with conflict without altering the relationships that produce 

it. (117-18)

And even though, on the surface, it seems that the society that produced conflict is not 

changed by the outspokenness of the double, we can also see this as a sign that 

Shakespeare is poking at society—for the double would not be necessary if something 

were not wrong, or unhealthy. Thus, we can consider the double, who is often a servant, 

in terms of teacher, physician and social worker—a public care-giver. Negative 

connotations are attached to the double for her role in speaking out shrewishly, for being 

assertive, for doing what men are allowed, encouraged, commanded to do. We can see 

that “One use of doubling, then, is to keep the primary object uncontaminated with 

negative attributes, which may be assigned instead to the double” (108). Although
r

considered negative, these attributes are incredibly important in Shakespeare’s plays, for 

often this is how a play is brought to its resolution. For the heroine and her double, the 

attributes which society has deemed negative and unattractive in women is often their 

only method of saving themselves in an unfair society. The success of these negative 

attributes, given to the double, serve to regulate the success of both women: “The heroine 

is idealized by the male society as long as she is passive, though any assertiveness makes 

her vulnerable to male suspicion. The genre of the play seems to determine the final 

reaction of the double to the heroine’s situation as well as how much power the double 

enjoys within the action” (107). Assertiveness is considered a negative attribute in 

women; thus, it is the double’s responsibility to be assertive when the heroine cannot,
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serving her in her time of need. As we will see later on, Williamson’s analysis of the 

doubles’ power and control (their ability to serve well) over the action (the plot) is 

amazingly apt—their control varies with each play’s genre, creating considerably 

different endings.

As we saw through Cerasano’s examination of slander suits, it was difficult for 

women at that time to regain their reputations. In Shakespeare’s works, then, the double 

acts somewhat more successfully than the law courts, which had no control over society’s 

opinion. In The Winter’s Tale we have Hermione and Paulina, in Othello, Desdemona 

and Emilia, and in Much Ado About Nothing we have Hero and Beatrice (although the 

doubling here is somewhat problematic, as we will see). These doubles are servants to 

their mistresses—not necessarily in today’s capitalistic terms nor in feudalistic terms, 

although certainly closer to a feudal service than a capitalistic one. They are bound in 

some way to the heroines and aid them to varying degrees. Often, we do not know what 

binds these characters together and other times Shakespeare will give the audience an 

explanation of some sort.

Let us turn now to a different aspect of Shakespeare’s plays. Shakespeare, in 

composing his poetry and his plays, often dwelt on the power of the creator—the creator 

being the one who composed the drama and the sonnets. The power of the creator, for 

Shakespeare, lies in the power of words—both in their impact and in their immortality. 

Thus we have a lasting impression of the plays and the characters within. However, many 

of the plays that Shakespeare wrote could actually be considered re-writes, as he was not
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the sole creator but took stories from other sources instead. Nevertheless, Shakespeare 

shaped, molded and modified these stories to such an extent that he made them his. Much 

critical research has been done to identify possible sources for his various plays, and The 

Winter’s Tale, Othello, and Much Ado are not exceptions in this treasure hunt. Since there 

is a previous basis on which these plays stand, one might argue that the actions of 

particular characters happen because they happened in the source stories. However, 

whether the play follows the source or not depends on whether Shakespeare decides to 

follow the source—oftentimes he did not. Notably, Lear and Cordelia die, a change from 

Geoffrey of Monmouth’s version, in which they live. The Dromios in The Comedy o f 

Errors are beaten. These slaves and servants are repeatedly and obviously beaten, treated 

to an extent that is inhumane—something that does not happen in the sources—and, in 

the end, are not freed, as they are in most of the sources. A reason for this change, argued 

by Maurice Hunt, is that Shakespeare is making a social commentary on the slavish 

aspects of English servitude (“Slavery” 35-39). Emilia in Othello varies from the servant 

in the Cinthio version. As Elizabeth Wiley points out, the women in the Cinthio version 

have considerably smaller parts and the Emilia character is fully aware of her husband’s 

intentions all along and can do nothing or chooses to do nothing to foil his plan (144-46). 

Thus we can see that although Shakespeare often uses another source when constructing 

his plays, he does not hesitate to change aspects in order to fit his needs. Because of this 

there are often changes from the original characters or even additions of people who 

didn’t exist in the original source.
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Within his plays we can see references back to reality, such as his play-within-a- 

play technique or his penchant for taking boy actors, dressing them as girls pretending to 

be boys pretending to be girls (as Rosalind does in As You Like It). In The Tempest we 

see similarities, only in this play we have an emphasis on control—humans being in 

control of what we call life, and in particular, of Shakespeare himself in control of 

everything that occurs within the play, much as Prospero controls the island and its 

inhabitants. A.R. Humphreys observes this, in relation to Much Ado About 

“Consideration of the play’s form and structure may start from the same point as that of 

its style: all is so fresh as to seem spontaneous and inevitable, yet nothing is casual or 

automatic” (59). Nothing is casual or automatic. Every scene and every action has a 

purpose—the furthering of the plot, in most cases. All of the characters’ actions have a 

meaning that was thought out by Shakespeare (thus not automatic) in relation to opening 

and closing certain possibilities of decisions, actions and reactions. And just as we are 

meant to be amused with the play-within-a-play or the boy dressed as a girl-boy-girl 

motifs, so too does the issue of free will versus fate come under scrutiny, creating a 

clever amusement. For although the servants in Shakespeare’s plays have free will to 

choose obedience, disobedience or a combination of the two (“they [Shakespeare’s 

servants] choose to serve their masters’ or mistresses’ best interests or their own 

consciences rather than the letter of command, and in so doing they suggest that their 

concept of service differs from the conventional one” [Anderson 13]), there is, or should 

be, always in the back of our minds as we view or read the plays the knowledge that
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Shakespeare wrote these characters, thus making their decisions for them, an odd form of 

fate or possibly naturalism. For Shakespeare, there are countless possibilities for 

characters, scenes, and plays. In examining the plays scholars today put much more 

emphasis on the details, something that a contemporary audience would not most likely 

have deliberated upon. Because of this we see inconsistencies in the texts that apparently 

did not bother the original audience. With this in mind we can approach the plays in 

terms of breaking down actions and reactions in order to determine what prompts what, 

to understand heretofore puzzling scenes, characters and lines. To continue along these 

lines with respect to the three plays mentioned, the focus here will be more upon the 

logistics of plot formation and how that influences the characters and the plays rather 

than on other critical approaches, such as a Marxist approach, which one might expect 

when dealing with issues of social classes and service. In addition, how do the characters, 

through their actions, impart meaning—are their actions admirable, deceitful, exemplary? 

Do they show us what is wrong in our own society, inform us about ourselves, reveal the 

empowerment of what has generally been considered a lowering position—that of being a 

woman and that of being a servant? All of these can be and are possible within the plays 

of William Shakespeare.
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Chapter One:

Servile Sanctions in The Winter’s Tale

William Shakespeare wrote in a variety of genres, giving his audience histories, 

tragedies, and comedies, all of which intertwine, sometimes shading the borders of what 

constitutes which genre. For tragedy, death and misery end the plays, while for comedy a 

happy ending, usually involving marriage, ensues. As Russ McDonald points out: 

“Comedy moves from confusion to order, from ignorance to understanding, from law to 

liberty, from unhappiness to satisfaction, from separation to union, from barrenness to 

fertility, from singleness to marriage, from two to one” (81). Tragedy seems to be the 

reverse of that: “Death is the tragic counterpart to the marriage that concludes comedy 

[....] Tragedy ends in annihilation, misery, separation, loss [....] The emphasis is on 

failure, waste, disappointment, and self-destruction” (85). For some plays, however, the 

genre is not as self-contained as these definitions, and so we have mixes that defy 

classification, or incur the formation of a new genre of drama, such as tragicomedy, later 

termed romance. Romance mixes various characteristics of both comedy and tragedy: 

“As a distinctive kind of comedy, romance arrives at a happy ending by an unusually 

perilous route” (95). Shakespeare’s romance forecasts “disaster or death and abruptly 

changes gears so that the action comes to a happy ending. [....] In other words, the 

fundamentally comic shape of the action is darkly colored by tragic concerns and



perceptions: the marriage or reunion that ends the play is preceded in the middle by some 

form of catastrophe, either death or some similarly grave loss” (94-95). Through 

romance, Shakespeare is able to keep his audience uncertain of whether the outcome will 

be happy or sad just by the actions of the characters. Characters may swing the play 

between comedy and tragedy, but the closing stages lead to a certain type of finale for 

each genre.

Each character has a role—something to accomplish if the play is to end in a 

certain way. Every action and reaction ultimately leads to a specific ending. Watching or 

reading a play for the first time emphasizes the possibilities for swinging pendulum-like 

between genres, while every repeat performance emphasizes the set actions and reactions 

for each different play. G.K. Hunter discusses this idea in terms of Hamlet: “we see that 

the things they [Hamlet and Claudius] say (and do) at this point develop and change the 

play’s capacity for forward momentum, canceling old possibilities and creating some new 

ones” (29). Examining certain lines of Leontes’ in The Winter’s Tale can help us see the 

uncertainty:

I am a feather for each wind that blows.

Shall I live on to see this bastard kneel 

And call me father? Better bum it now 

Than curse it then. But be it; let it live.

It shall not neither. (Il.iii. 154-58)

Like a feather, he blows back and forth from killing the babe outright to letting it live to
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see another day. Here we can see Shakespeare playing with our expectations of dramatic 

forms. Killing the infant would be an indication to the audience that this play has a tragic 

ending. Letting it live would, likewise, be an indicator of a comedic ending. As 

playwright, he creates suspense—what will Leontes choose? He chooses death and this 

action, combined with the image of a feather, refers us to Aristotle’s term peripeteia, 

which can be seen as a reversal, “an action that turns out to have the opposite effect from 

the one its doer had intended” (Kennedy 1148-49). Leontes, by abandoning the child on 

foreign shores, means to kill the child, but his action turns out to have the opposite effect. 

Peripeteia is similar to the idea Hunter discusses of actions opening and closing other 

possible actions. The way characters act or react changes the possibilities in the 

audience’s mind of what will happen, going back and forth like a feather in the air, but in 

the writer’s mind these will eventually lead to the specific and correct conclusion. Hunter 

uses Claudius and Hamlet to illustrate his point, but it can also be seen in other characters 

who are not necessarily the main focus—servants, for instance. If the Old Shepherd had 

chosen not to save Perdita, then likely Leontes’ action would have had its intended result; 

similarly, if the Clown had chosen to intervene and attempt to save Antigonus’ life, an 

action that seems natural, the possibilities are changed.

Recently, critics have tended to look at servants within Shakespeare’s plays in 

terms of good versus bad servants. They examine what defines these terms good and bad, 

what actions mark these servants as good or bad, and how these servants are rewarded or 

punished for their acts. Included in this debate is a discussion of what defines faithful and
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unfaithful service, correlating with an idea of obedience and disobedience. L.M. 

Anderson and Richard Strier, among others, have concluded that it is necessary to 

disobey bad commands in order to be considered a good and faithful servant. Anderson 

notes, “And, in fact, despite his use of servants as comic relief, status markers, and 

dramatic conveniences, he often represents servants as more intelligent and virtuous than 

their masters and service as more than mere obedience to orders” (6). Typically, masters 

and main characters are portrayed as noble (either aristocratic or of noble birth), and thus 

the idea of a servant’s superiority may seem an odd notion, but as the masters are the 

ones chosen as tragic or conflicted characters, this superiority can be seen in the fact that 

the servants shown as more intelligent and virtuous are not experiencing the same 

difficulties or tragic flaws that their masters are.

Looking at the broad continuum of plays, the question of what constitutes service 

must be asked. Who qualifies as a servant? From the lowest levels of feudal laborers to 

paid workers to the aristocracy, everyone is in service to someone else. Whether it is in 

the Dromio twins of The Comedy o f Errors, whose service equals slavery, or Adam of As 

You Like It, who donates his retirement to help his true master, Orlando, or Paulina and 

Camillo of The Winter ’sTale, who, as lady and lord of their own properties and servants 

still serve their King and Queen, we can see that faithful service includes all, regardless 

of social status. The role of service is important for many reasons, perhaps one of the 

most important being that while the central characters often create the situation of



comedic/tragic confusion, it is often the servants surrounding the main character who 

help bring about resolutions (or lack thereof). We can see this, for instance, by looking at 

Paulina and Camillo within The Winter’s Tale in relation to the royal families of Sicilia 

and Bohemia.

Paulina enters the play only after Hermione has been put in jail. Her first lines 

with Emilia reveal that the Queen has given birth to a daughter, as yet unnamed. The 

Queen herself is locked up, but Paulina resolves to bring the child to the king in hopes of 

softening his unrelenting attitude. Here, Paulina is an intermediary, a liaison interceding 

on behalf of Hermione: ‘T il show’t the King, and undertake to be / Her advocate to th’ 

loud’st. [...] The silence often of pure innocence / Persuades when speaking fails” 

(II.ii.36-39). Her plan backfires, however; Leontes is not softened toward his newborn 

child or his queen and even seems more determined than ever against them. Paulina’s 

words to Leontes acknowledge this: "I'll not call you tyrant; / But this most cruel usage of 

your queen /[ ...]  something savors / Of tyranny" (Il.iii. 116-20). Why, then, does she 

leave the babe in Leontes’ presence instead of returning her to Hermione? This action 

leads to the abandonment of the babe, and, viewing the scene, one could wonder why she 

is not returned to her mother or the nurse—the infant is, after all, a newborn and in 

constant need of food. In light of this, Paulina’s action seems out of character 

for her, since Paulina has only the best interests at heart for all, but only by leaving the 

child with her father can his impetuous plot to abandon and thus kill her succeed. 

Although the abnormal quality of this act would most likely escape a viewing audience’s
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attention, it does bear examination. If the girl child does not go into exile, the play itself 

is changed irrevocably because of Leontes’ nature. In Leontes we have images of the 

jealousy of Iago but where Iago is calculating, Leontes is impetuous. His jealousy arises 

in an instant and almost all of his succeeding actions follow this same course of 

impetuosity. Thus, Paulina’s act can tell us about the patient and the physician’s 

relationship. Paulina wants only the best interests of those around her and in leaving the 

baby with Leontes we can see that she never suspects what happens and that her strong 

words to Leontes are merely words, medicine to cure a patient. At one time they had a 

friendship and the fact that she never thinks to worry for the child’s welfare tells us that 

Leontes is indeed unwell and that his impetuosity is a by-product of that illness.

Paulina’s decision comes in order for the play to develop its tragic path, Hermione’s 

death, leading back to the comedic end, Hermione’s rebirth for Leontes’ character is not 

one that could cold-heartedly arrange murder. In tragicomedy, people must at least appear 

to be dead somewhere along the line and Perdita’s abandonment is the key to her 

mother’s death and rebirth.

Likewise, Camillo’s decisions also have a reason. Ordered by his King to poison 

Polixenes, Camillo instead exiles himself from the presence of his beloved King, fleeing 

to Bohemia with Polixenes: "I must / Forsake the court. To do't, or no, is certain / To me 

a break-neck" (I.ii.361-63). Doing this has the risk of death for Camillo, yet he cannot do 

something that will go so far against Leontes’ true nature; '"they who are restored to
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Health do render thanks to their Physitian, whom before they hated, because he would not 

grant their Desires whilst they were sick' [...] 'if Kings continue in their Madness, 

whoever doth most obey them, is to be judged their greatest Enemy.' The disobedient 

servant is the true physician; the obedient cherish the disease" (qtd in Strier 110). Camillo 

speaks of the charge given him, noting, "and my ground to do't / Is the obedience to a 

master; one / Who, in rebellion with himself, will have / All that are his so too" (I.ii.352- 

56). These unnatural actions of the King are spurred on by the disease of jealousy, which 

causes him to be in rebellion with himself, and, as Claudio notes, the King, not realizing 

himself to be sick, expects his servants to obey him. But the King’s orders come at a time 

of sickness, and thus Camillo must disobey the order to poison Polixenes, for both 

Paulina and Camillo are the King’s physicians in their own way. Though in different 

countries for most of the play, Paulina and Camillo form an unbroken partnership that 

succeeds in bringing reconciliation to both royal families, making decisions always 

geared toward the betterment of the King. It may be argued that since he is in Bohemia 

serving Polixenes, Camillo is no physician to the King. Yet he is, despite the distance 

separating them. Camillo has chosen a painful exile rather than cherish his King's disease. 

In addition to this, he cares for the auxiliary parts of Leontes that survive in Bohemia— 

his friendship to Polixenes and later the return of his daughter.

Paulina herself could be seen as the chief medical advisor to Leontes and indeed, 

Shakespeare’s language when writing of their relationship utilizes medical imagery: "I do
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come with words as medicinal as true, [...] And I beseech you hear me, who professes / 

Myself your loyal servant, your physician, / Your most obedient counselor" (II.ii.36-55). 

As physician, Paulina’s role in The Winter’s Tale is to restore order—order to Leontes, 

and thus order to his court and kingdom, as Jordan pointed out, and she even acts as a 

possible physician to the audience watching or reading the play; without Paulina, or a 

character like her, The Winter ’sTale could not be a romantic comedy. She must restore 

Hermione to the throne and to Leontes’ love. The question then becomes, why wait 

sixteen years to tell Leontes that his wife still lives? After all, Leontes apparently sees the 

truth of the oracle’s words with the death of his son and repents his strong words. What 

need then for Hermione to be dead sixteen years? Responding to critics who view the 

wait as a punishment of the king, with Hermione and Paulina as punishers, M.L. 

Williamson does not see a problem with his enforced wait:

The length of the term seems predicated on Perdita’s reaching marriageable age, 

rather than a sentence exacted on the king. Furthermore, when one considers 

Leontes’ grievous errors in condemning his family to death without an Iago to 

tempt him, a significant period during which he becomes trustworthy again seems 

appropriate. (114)

The fact that Leontes’ jealousy comes from within might lead us to wonder if Leontes is a 

composite of Shakespeare’s Othello and Iago characters. This period, then, during which
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he becomes trustworthy again, is the period of an invalid fighting off the evilness of 

disease, rather than that of a prisoner.

Perhaps Paulina and Hermione both realize that there can never be a 

reconciliation until the banished infant returns, if indeed she will. Despite the fact that the 

audience never sees them speak directly to one another until Paulina orders Hermione to 

step down from the pedestal, a strong bond seems to be present between the two women; 

indeed, it must be for Paulina to so faithfully serve for so long. As Hermione’s power to 

defend herself dwindles against the King’s stubborn belief, Paulina’s protection of her 

queen grows and grows in strength. The Queen has one last burst of defense during her 

trial and then she collapses within herself, saying, “Sir, spare your threats. / The bug 

which you would fright me with, I seek. [....] Tell me what blessings I have here alive, / 

That I should fear to die? Therefore proceed” (IILii.92-108). At this moment in the play 

Hermione has seemingly lost all—her baby, her husband, her reputation, the friendship of 

Polixenes, her freedom, and soon she will lose her only other child, Mamillius. Paulina 

must continue to protect Hermione even after Leontes sees the truth of the oracle’s 

words, for these blessings which have been lost need to be restored, which is why the 

news of Mamillius’ death comes after these lines—Mamillius is truly dead, and nothing 

will bring him back, thus it is only after she speaks all she can that we receive the news of 

Mamillius’ death. By the end of The Winter’s Tale, all of those things listed in her speach 

as lost have been restored, and so, Hermione can step off the pedestal. It takes sixteen
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years for this to be able to happen, however, the time that it takes for the oracle’s words 

to be resolved.

Apollo’s oracle leaves an open possibility for comedy or tragedy with the words:

‘Hermione is chaste, Polixenes

blameless, Camillo a true subject, Leontes a jealous

tyrant, his innocent babe truly begotten, and the King

shall live without an heir, if that which is lost be not

found.’ (m.ii. 132-36)

If she is found. Until she can be found, Hermione cannot reclaim what she has lost. Thus, 

in order for the play to be a tragicomedy, Camillo must steal away with Polixenes in Act I 

so that he can be in the very same country where Antigonus is directed by the image of 

Hermione to drop the child (in.iii. 15-46).

The temporary hope of the oracle followed by the news of Mamillius’ death 

brings about the “death” of the Queen and the powerful words of Paulina. Within two 

lines, Paulina engineers the rest of the play (as far as the Sicilia plot-line goes): “This 

news is mortal to the Queen. Look down / And see what death is doing” (m.ii. 148-49). 

These words insinuate the death of Hermione even before it is pronounced; Paulina, in 

saying “look down and see what death is doing,” has several possible meanings, as far as 

death and what it is doing. First, the death of her children causes the Queen to swoon, 

which is what the characters seem to take it for; or it could be that the death of her
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children is the cause of her death; thus, death causes death. It could also indicate a 

personified form of Death, with Paulina’s words creating an image of Death floating 

around, feather-like, and landing where and on whom it may, and as we will see with 

Iago, there seem to be many instances in Shakespeare where concepts are personified.

There have been two deaths in the space of seconds, combined with the 

presumable death of the new-bom child, and as members of the audience seeing the 

performance, we might be inclined to call The Winter's Tale a tragedy. However, as we 

have seen, the romantic genre incorporates the tragic elements of death and disaster. As 

R.A. Foakes notes, “In Shakespeare’s romantic comedies death persists as an 

underpresence, distanced in various ways from the main action but never forgotten 

entirely” (75). At this moment in the play death is more than an underpresence; indeed, it 

has the opportunity to swing the play in a completely tragic direction, rather than a 

romantic one. Paulina has harsh words for the King of Sicilia,

But, O thou tyrant!

Do not repent these things, for they are heavier 

Than all thy woes can stir; therefore betake thee 

To nothing but despair. A thousand knees,

Ten thousand years together, naked fasting,

Upon a barren mountain, and still winter 

In storm perpetual, could not move the gods
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To look that way thou wert. (IH.ii.207-14)

As Maurice Hunt notes of Paulina’s speech, “Paulina’s image locates the paralyzed, 

barren center of the play” (“Labor” 339), and he looks closely at her words, "What 

motion there is [...] remains trapped, fixed; the juxtaposition of the terms ‘still’ and 

‘perpetual’ in her phrase ‘still winter in storm perpetual’ conveys a Yeatsian impression 

of frozen motion, in this case motion so perpetual that it appears ‘still’—no longer 

motion at all" (340). There are many possible interpretations of Paulina’s words, for 

Shakespeare uses words that can mean many things, and thus, still can mean motionless, 

as Hunt interprets, and can also mean continuous—always winter. Leontes later realizes 

the truth of her words, and he lives continually in a winter setting without Hermione. 

Frozen motion also seems an applicable term to the deeds of Hermione, a statue, and of 

Paulina herself. For though Paulina acts on behalf of her mistress, her main tool is 

language—her medicinal speeches to Leontes. The reason for this is that Leontes must 

realize what it was he tossed in a moment, and the way to do this is through speaking of 

what is no longer there. Indeed, the only medicinal way for Paulina to treat Leontes is as 

a patient, with language as the bitter concoction he must swallow down. And just as later 

we will see the necessity of Camillo’s longing to return home, here we can see that it is 

necessary that Paulina be a physician of Leontes’ soul if she is to fulfill her role.



When the lords chide Paulina for her strong words, she replies to Leontes, not the 

lords. With each word she speaks, an image forms in both the King’s mind and the 

audience’s of those who are gone:

Do not receive affliction

At my petition; I beseech you, rather

Let me be punish’d, that have minded you

Of what you should forget. Now, good my liege,

Sir, royal sir, forgive a foolish woman 

The love I bore your queen—lo, fool again!—

I’ll speak of her no more, nor of your children;

I’ll not remember you of my own lord,

Who is lost too. Take your patience to you,

And I’ll say nothing, (m.ii.223-32)

Almost every word said here is said on purpose—a kind of reverse psychology. Paulina is 

not really calling herself a foolish woman, but it assures that she will not suffer angst at 

the hands of the lords. Likewise, the mention of the queen, the children, and Antigonus 

are all purposeful—to remind this man of what he and others have lost through their own 

foolishness. And when she declares she’ll speak of them no more and indeed say nothing 

at all, she is merely using a ruse, manipulating the scene, for right after that Leontes 

pardons her and says, “Thou didst speak but well / When most the truth; which I receive
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much better / Than to be pitied of thee” (m.ii.233-34). Here we can detect signs that the 

King will recover from his sickness of jealousy. He recognizes that the truth is something 

painful, and he is also able to recognize that he wants the truth rather than pity. However, 

after this, the play turns in other directions, changing the audience's focus from Sicilia to 

Bohemia.

Paulina disappears from the play until Act V, scene i, where she continues to 

remind Leontes of what he has lost. Paulina repeatedly reminds him of all this and 

disapproves of plans to arrange another marriage for him, despite the lords who chide her 

for this disapproval. Paulina perseveres in her mission, however, succeeding in reminding 

the King of his dead wife and all her virtues. Paulina’s words are so powerful 

that she even gets a promise from Leontes, “Fear thou no wife; / I’ll have no wife, 

Paulina” (68-69). This is not what she wants, of course, as Leontes must have Hermione 

as a wife (again). And so she presses on, “Will you swear / Never to marry but by my fee 

leave?” (70-71) and when he does, she presses again, “Yet if my lord will marry—if you 

will, sir / No remedy but you will—give me the office / To choose you a queen” (75-78). 

She knows very well that as a King, Leontes bears pressure to wed again and she 

manages to orchestrate it according to her plan: “That / Shall be when your first queen’s 

again in breath; / Never till then” (83-84). By guaranteeing his promise, she sees to it that 

it will indeed not be until the Queen’s again in breath. With hindsight, audience members 

can see what she plans and the truth of all she says; however, without the knowledge that
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Hermione lives, the players and the audience infer a different meaning to her words. “No 

remedy but you will” parallels “when your first queen’s again in breath.” There is no 

remedy but that he will be wed again: to Hermione. There can be no other remedy for 

Paulina because anything else would be failure of her mission and tragedy for the play. 

Paulina, though, has things well under control at her end of things.

Camillo, although close to the King, cannot stay and nurse him as Paulina does, 

for his service is needed in Bohemia to make certain Apollo’s prophecy comes true 

(although he flees not with this knowledge or intent). Paulina, as a woman, is not 

available for the overseas work to be done, and her husband, Antigonus, is destined for a 

different path of events, unfortunately for him. Thus, Camillo tends to Polixenes and 

family. Polixenes, being told of the plot, says, “I do believe thee: / 1 saw his heart in’s 

face” (I.ii.447-48). It is necessary for the King of Bohemia to believe Camillo, for if he 

does not, and stays, the play changes course. Since this is to be a tragicomedy rather than 

a tragedy, Polixenes believes Camillo and the two flee (happily for us, them and the 

play). But more than simply satisfying the demands of drama, this interchange between 

Polixenes and Camillo shows us that Polixenes implicitly knows Camillo is a virtuous 

servant, ready to help his master and those closest to him. This is important, especially if 

we remember the idea of doubling. Although Williamson speaks in terms of the women 

in these plays, it might also be possible to consider Camillo as Leontes’ double—that part 

of Leontes’s character that is healthy. And thus while the King is sick, Camillo performs
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those actions which the King himself cannot, seeing that Polixenes remains safe and all 

parties will later return to complete the King’s recovery.

But from here, Camillo vanishes until Act IV, scene ii, where we see Polixenes 

asking Camillo to stay. Camillo responds that he wants to be home, with his master, 

“Besides the penitent / King, my master, hath sent for me, to whose feeling / sorrows I 

might be some allay” (6-7). Leontes has sent for Camillo, but Polixenes doesn’t want him 

to go. Camillo himself seems to be divided between the two, for he says he wants to 

return to Sicilia, but he agrees to accompany Polixenes (in order to spy on Florizel): “I 

willingly obey your command” (52), he says as they go off, and it seems that perhaps 

Camillo feels that he has two masters to serve, for a command is something of a service, 

and he willingly obeys. We must wonder how Camillo can willingly obey if he is longing 

to return to Sicilia, for his obedience postpones something that he dearly wishes.

In the previous scene (Act V, scene i), Time has told us that sixteen years have 

passed since the occurrences of the first half of the play. Camillo echoes it with a slight 

discrepancy: “It is fifteen years since I saw my country” (V.ii.4). In fifteen or sixteen 

years he hasn’t been invited to return, nor has he returned on his own, despite the fact that 

the danger has passed and he and Leontes are seemingly reconciled. What reason could 

he have for not returning to his lands and his King? There would seem to be none, but in 

order for the prophecy to come true, Camillo must remain in Bohemia, a physician to all 

Leontes’ auxiliary parts—that is, Perdita and his ‘brother’ Polixenes, not to return home
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until the time is right, after Florizel has met Perdita. Thus, the information that Camillo 

wants to return to his King may be included by Shakespeare to reassure the audience that 

Camillo is still a virtuous servant—one who can be trusted to do what is needed to restore 

order.

The errand of spying on Florizel is precisely what will lead him back when he is 

needed. The inclusion of Camillo and Polixenes’ discussion of Camillo’s longing to 

return home sets up the action that is to come; there needs to be a reason to return to 

Sicilia. Some critics have argued that Camillo is not as worthy a servant as other 

Shakespearean servants because his reasons for returning his group to Sicilia can be seen 

as selfish: “Camillo’s good service [...] cannot mask his later selfishness in using the 

love of Florizel and Perdita to transport himself back to the Sicilian court for which he 

yearns. [...] In this way Camillo would coldly sacrifice Florizel’s and Perdita’s happiness 

to his own personal desires” (Hunt “Qualifying” 510). In addition to reassuring the 

audience of Camillo’s faithfulness, this scene functions opposite to what Hunt has 

charged—Camillo longs to return home after sixteen years because later in the play he 

will be required to send Florizel, Perdita, and Polixenes to Sicilia in order to get the 

remaining necessary characters back to the scene of the crime for the reconciliation 

required of a comedic ending.
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Serving as Polixenes’ sidekick to Polixenes’ discovery that Florizel plans to wed 

Perdita, Camillo remains after Polixenes has left, instructing the two lovers to flee to 

Sicilia. Here is the perfect opportunity for Camillo to return to his King, Leontes, and yet 

he does not accompany them: "Worthy Camillo, / What color for my visitation shall I / 

Hold up before him?" (IV.iv.554-56), Florizel asks. What reason could Florizel have for 

visiting the King of Sicilia, whom he has never met? Camillo has an ideal opportunity to 

say, “I will accompany you to the court and present you.” He could have gambled that by 

leaking the destination, Polixenes would follow of his own accord, but this would not 

guarantee Polixenes’ own arrival. Of course, these are not the only options for how the 

play might work out or how Shakespeare could have constructed scenes and characters. 

But if we look at Camillo’s character we can see that just as Leontes’ character is 

impetuous, Camillo’s character will do the right thing despite the pain it might cause him. 

Camillo came to Bohemia with Polixenes and serves him in the stead of attending to his 

own King, the parting from which causes him pain, as we saw. Because Camillo is a 

good servant he remains with Polixenes, serving as that healthy portion of the King, who 

would not deny his friend anything, even though he himself would rather be elsewhere.

At the end of the play all the conflict has been resolved and the job is over for 

both Camillo and Paulina. We see the transition in the fact that once on Sicilian soil, 

Camillo’s first and only lines pertain to the newly arrived Queen; “She hangs about his
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neck. / If she pertain to life let her speak too” (V.iii.l 11-12). Camillo’s job is over—he 

has brought all pertinent characters back to the scene of Leontes’ jealousy and now all 

that is left for him to do is to urge the Queen to speak. Not having the power of language 

that Paulina does, he must urge his Queen to end their mission. Even his discovery that 

Florizel’s fiancee is Leontes’ abandoned daughter comes to the audience second-hand 

through another lord’s report. It is necessary for Camillo to be the one to discover 

Perdita’s true identity because he is the character assigned to return her to Sicilia. But 

once again in his homeland, Camillo’s influence on the play begins to wane as events are 

now in a position to begin resolving themselves.

Likewise, once Paulina has obtained the promise from Leontes not to wed unless 

she has chosen the woman, she too begins to fade to the background. The necessity of 

Paulina’s character remains until the unveiling of Hermione and from there on she is just 

another subject of the Queen and King with no purpose. As in the beginning when 

Paulina’s power of speech rose with the decrease of Hermione’s, so here it swings down 

as Hermione speaks her first words to Perdita, after embracing her husband. While 

Leontes, as the King and most changed character of the play, speaks the last words of this 

romance, Paulina speaks right before him,

Go together,

You precious winners all; your exultation
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Partake to every one. I, an old turtle,

Will wing me to some wither’d bough, and there 

My mate (that’s never to be found again)

Lament till I am lost. (V.iii.130-35)

Always meticulous about the language she uses, Paulina here creates a distance and 

solitariness that separate her from the entire cast of characters and from the viewing 

audience. “You precious winners all” includes both the characters and the audience; 

however, it does not include Paulina herself, as she indicates that she will not partake of 

the celebrations and will instead retire alone to mourn the loss of a man sixteen years 

gone.

But while Paulina and Camillo may fade away from being the key servants of the 

play to being ordinary subjects, the importance of their influence is seen by Leontes’ 

reply to Paulina: “O, peace, Paulina! / Thou shouldst a husband take by my consent, / As 

I by thine a wife” (V.iii. 135-37). While Leontes was wifeless Paulina was husbandless 

and now that Hermione and Leontes are reunited and son and daughter are to be wed, 

Paulina must be paired with another or the balance of the play is unequal. Thus, “I’ll not 

seek far / (For him, I partly know his mind) to find thee / An honorable husband. Come, 

Camillo” (V.iii.141-43). There is no hint of whether Paulina accepts this action of the 

King’s, but the seed is planted that Camillo will not object to the partnership with the
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King’s words, “For him, I partly know his mind.” This seems to be a good match, 

considering their partnership in disobeying in order to serve the royal family. Together, 

Paulina and Camillo have accomplished what they set out to do—taking the anger and 

jealousy from Leontes and restoring order to the worlds of Sicilia and Bohemia. For 

Paulina’s part we have the gift of speech and suggestion and for Camillo’s the gift of 

action and movement. Camillo, as a servant, tells the audience of all he intends to do 

before it is done. Thus we know he plans to tell Polixenes of his death warrant before he 

actually divulges to Polixenes his friend’s betrayal. We know he wants to return to Sicilia 

before he returns and we see his plans to send Florizel and Perdita there before 

accompanying Polixenes there himself (IV.iv.661-67). Paulina, on the other hand, leaves 

her audience (play members and viewers) in the dark. We do not know her intentions 

until she voices them, and in many cases we aren’t even aware of her intentions even as 

they are being enacted. Thus, when Paulina extracts the oath not to wed again, she does 

so in a round-a-bout manner, "There in none worthy, / Respecting her that's gone"

(V.i.34-35). First, she points out that nobody is as good as Hermione was, and then,

Were I the ghost that walk'd, I'ld bid you mark 

Her eye, and tell me for what dull part in't 

You chose her; then I'ld shriek,

[...] and the words that follow'd
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Should be 'Remember mine.1 (V.i.63-67)

With these words she is able to set up a “hypothetical” situation warning the King that to 

forget his Queen is an unwise move. What it also accomplishes is the King’s guarantee 

that he won’t forget her and that he won’t ever wed again. From here Paulina is in a good 

position to ask the King to allow her to choose his wife and she comes out looking 

magnanimous for allowing him another wife.

Paulina seems ready to take her own medicine at the end of the play, preparing to 

continue mourning her dead husband. Antigonus, however, does not deserve sixteen 

years or more of grief from Paulina, as Hermione did from Leontes; he was not the right 

match for her. While he abhors the fruits of Leontes’ jealousy, he finally yields to the 

King and abandons Perdita. It is necessary for him to do so for Perdita and Florizel to fall 

in love, but it is also necessary for Antigonus to die, for if he were to return to court 

successfully, we might have a different play, one in which Leontes’ servants obey his bad 

commands. If Antigonus were there for the duration of those sixteen years, the likelihood 

of Paulina’s success as physician decreases tremendously. The scene where 

Paulina introduces the infant daughter to Leontes is the only scene where the two are seen 

to interact. While he does not rein her in in the manner Leontes would like, Antigonus 

does make an attempt at reprimanding her when she first enters. Endeavoring to hold her 

back, the Lords tell her she cannot enter and with Paulina’s scathing reply, Antigonus
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says, “That’s enough” (H.iii.30). Later on, however, when Paulina declares that 

Antigonus will never rule her, he addresses Leontes, “La you now, you hear! / When she 

will take the rein I let her run, / [Aside] But she’ll not stumble” (H.iii.50-53). Antigonus 

allows his wife more freedom than is customary, and yet the mere presence of a husband 

seems to suggest that wives need reining in, whereas without the husband, there is no 

chiding of Paulina until the matter of marriage recurs in Act V, scene i. Paulina gains the 

choice of the King’s wife and in turn he gains the choice of hers. It is important to note, 

however, the times when Paulina is married and when she is not. She is Antigonus’ 

partner only until Antigonus submits to the King and takes Perdita away. It is only after 

Antigonus has left that Paulina’s power of speech comes to the forefront, for Hermione’s 

death itself occurs after he has gone. Likewise, it is only after Hermione has been reborn, 

when the job is done, that marriage to Camillo is proposed. While there is yet a job to be 

done both Camillo and Paulina remain single, perhaps as a sign that with the King and 

Queen in matrimonial discord the rest of the subjects will suffer discord as well.

By the end of The Winter’s Tale, everything has been resolved to the best of 

possible situations. It may not continue to be a happy-ever-after life for those involved, 

however, the idea seems to be that this is much better than the alternative, living life as a 

statue. Finally, The Winter’s Tale is not a tragedy; rather, it is a tragicomedy, a romance, 

and the characters within it are not those of a tragedy precisely because of the faithful
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servants who remain dutiful to their King and Queen. As Hunt points out, “Leontes is 

finally not a tragic character because Paulina preserves Hermione, and because Camillo 

directs Florizel and Perdita to the Sicilian court, an act which draws Leontes’ ‘brother’ 

Polixenes to him” (“Labor” 349-50). All in all Paulina and Camillo have managed to 

fulfill their roles of physician, creating a closure otherwise impossible, and although their 

actions may at times seem questionable, those actions are indispensable in bringing the 

play to its final resolution and ultimately shed light on the characters within the play.
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Chapter Two:

Selfish Servile Sanctions in Othello

Othello was written around 1604, after Much Ado About Nothing (1598-99) but 

before The Winter’s Tale (1610-11); many events and issues influenced this time period 

for William Shakespeare, making these plays different from his earlier ones (such as the 

first tetralogy or The Comedy o f Errors). Examples of his change in circumstances might 

be his elevated status, the ascension of James to the throne, and the death of his son, 

Hamnet. It is not, however, the purpose of this paper to ascertain which of these 

influenced him to write Othello in the way he did. It is enough to know that he had more 

influences and different factors here than he did when writing Much Ado. The purpose, 

then, here, is to ascertain how a similar plot-line, such as that of Othello, Much Ado, and 

The Winter’s Tale, can be changed to end in tragedy instead of comedy or tragicomedy.

As in The Winter ’sTale we have an accusation of adultery, accused participators 

who are innocent and ensuing death. However, where in The Winter’s Tale death seems 

accidental, in Othello it is murder in every instance—with the exception of Othello, 

although a case could be made for Iago as murderer of Othello. The play ends in 

unhappiness because death is real and once the realization of error comes about there is 

no unveiling of a hidden Desdemona alive. Of course, there must be differences between
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these plays because otherwise we have the same plays all over again and who wants to 

see the same play under a different name? The question then is how to turn a similar plot 

line into a different play. It can be done in a variety of ways, but here the catalyst can be 

determined as the different servants.

The pair of Paulina and Camillo, who serve Hermione and Leontes, as well as 

Sicilia and Bohemia, are echoed in Iago and Emilia, who serve Othello and Desdemona 

respectively, as well as serving Venice. The difference here, however, is that Iago and 

Emilia both fail in their service, according to the definition of a servant arrived at by 

critics such as Richard Strier, L.M. Anderson and Horst Weinstock, who explains, “In 

face of disgraceful orders, Shakespeare expects open or secret disobedience. His loyal 

servants abide by an unwritten law” (452-56). Bad servants obey bad commands, 

ignoring the unwritten law of morality; good servants know to ignore the bad commands. 

But what about a servant who goes completely beyond just ignoring the unwritten laws to 

producing the bad commands of his master, such as Iago?

There are many explanations for what Iago does—so many, in fact, that we might 

aver that it does not matter why Iago resents Othello and those surrounding him, merely 

that he resents them and any excuse to do so will suffice as a reason. For instance, 

Cassio’s promotion over Iago, Desdemona’s linguistic humiliation of him, discussed 

later, Othello’s infidelity with Emilia—indeed, it matters not whether it is even true, 

anything will suffice. Nothing will please him but total destruction and to accomplish this
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he will use any means available to him. The question of why he is intent on total 

destruction, or destruction at all, seems unanswered in the world of academia or the 

obverse—too many answers leave us in the same spot from which we started. Karl 

Zender remarks, “What does Iago want and why does he do what he does? These 

questions, endlessly fascinating, often discussed, stand no greater chance of being 

definitively answered today than they did two hundred years ago, when Coleridge spoke 

of the motive-hunting of a motiveless malignity” (323). Could the character of Iago be a 

throwback to the miracle or morality plays of Shakespeare’s childhood? There seems to 

be no reason for what Iago does (or so many that they cancel each other out); perhaps he 

is a personification, which would negate the necessity of reasons, but which would 

support any plot change. Personification of wickedness and evil allows for any and all 

actions of a destructive nature but does not require any justification of those actions; Iago 

gives us reasons—first and foremost that he is by nature bad. But if Iago is wickedness 

itself, why should a reason be given? Perhaps this reflects not upon Iago but upon the 

audience who views him; after all, humans are endlessly driven to understand the 

seemingly incomprehensible. Regardless of reasons and our reasons for desiring them, 

Iago has his own plan to carry out.

Iago serves only himself, despite the fact that his official position has him serving 

Othello and Cassio. He informs us of this in the very first scene, where Roderigo says “I
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would not follow him then” and Iago replies, “O, sir, content you; / 1 follow him to serve 

my turn upon him” (I.i.40-42, italics mine). Already we have a difference from Much Ado 

or The Winter’s Tale—a servant who serves his own wants and needs before those of his 

superiors. He does not want the best for anyone who could be considered above him, in 

particular, he misuses Roderigo’s trust that Iago is serving him by helping Roderigo 

acquire Desdemona, he also deliberately gets Cassio drunk in order to have him 

punished:

Now ‘mongst this flock of drunkards 

Am I to put our Cassio in some action 

That may offend the isle [...]

If consequence do but approve my dream,

My boat sails freely, both with wind and stream. (D.iii.59-64)

And he plants the seeds of jealousy in Othello’s mind, encouraging Othello’s revenge 

when a true servant would have attempted to dissuade his master, as Camillo does upon 

discovering Leontes’ plot to poison Polixenes. Iago, however, serves none of these men, 

though he professes service to their faces. At one point he tells Roderigo: “I follow but 

myself’ (Li. 5 8), however, Roderigo is not suspicious enough to realize the implications. 

Iago follows and serves only himself. As we saw previously, this too goes against the 

critics’ definitions of a good Shakespearean servant.

Indeed, just as Paulina is surrounded by medicinal imagery, showing her to be the
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king’s physician, medicinal imagery surrounds Iago. This imagery, however, is corrupted 

just as Iago is and the imagery becomes a signal of Iago’s treachery where other words 

would seem to indicate his loyalty, “Honest Iago,” for example. Planting visual images in 

Othello’s mind of Cassio and Desdemona together, Iago comments “Work on, / My 

medecine, work! Thus credulous fools are caught, / And many worthy and chaste dames 

even thus / (All guiltless) meet reproach” (IV.i.45-47). So, in a sense Iago can be seen as 

a counterpart to Paulina—the evil doctor who poisons as opposed to the benevolent 

physician Paulina. And just as a good doctor can save lives, so too can a bad doctor 

willingly bring about death, as does Iago. A bad servant can have disastrous results 

upon characters in a play; “the plays provide many representations of servants who are 

willing and able, despite threats to their lives and livelihoods, to resist or disobey their 

employers, a disobedience that is often defined as a higher kind of service” (Anderson 3). 

On the surface, to Othello, Desdemona, Cassio and others, Iago is a servant of this 

variety—good and true, with only Othello’s interests at heart. Only the audience knows 

the truth of the situation.

The fact that Iago is not an “honest Iago” proves disastrous for the rest of the 

characters, reinforcing the idea that only with a true or good servant can Shakespeare’s 

main characters regain and maintain their lost nobility. The fact that Iago is a bad 

physician serves as an indication to the audience that unless Iago is thwarted in his 

efforts, the play will have an unhappy ending. It does end unhappily, despite the actions
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of Emilia. Hers, however, are the only actions which compare to the traditional ending of 

many of Shakespeare’s plays. Carol T. Neely writes about Othello, observing the 

differentiation from other plays: “The play’s ending is less like tragedy than like 

cankered comedy [...] It does not look backward over the events of the play, creating the 

sense of completion and exhaustion found in King Lear, it does not look forward to the 

new beginning promised in Macbeth [...] it signifies destruction without catharsis, release 

without resolution” (234-35). The realization of this makes the play seem hopeless, as 

none of its characters, with the possible exceptions of Emilia and Othello, have learned 

anything at the conclusion. And even though Emilia and Othello have come to understand 

what has happened, they are dead at the end of the play. However, as we can 

see in the prolific criticism on Othello, the audience has learned much from it, and 

perhaps this is the redeeming quality of the play’s ending. Carole McKewin comments on 

this with respect to Emilia: “With the grace of her friendship, with the gall of her 

indignation, Emilia makes bearable the horrifying waste of innocence and love in 

Othello” (129). It is through Emilia that the audience is able to comprehend and cope 

with the actions of the play, but perhaps more can be learned from a closer inspection of 

Emilia’s character, since she is the only secondary character within the play to actually 

change and understand more than she did before Desdemona’s betrayal. It is important to 

note here that although Othello does change after his realization of what he has wrought 

at the urging of Iago, he does not bring about the catharsis that Emilia does.
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June Sturrock writes, “Of course, part of the tragedy springs from the inadequacy 

of the women of the play, from Bianca’s amorousness, Emilia’s willingness to pilfer and 

above all Desdemona’s reluctance to oppose and question Othello” (7). But the tragedy 

also springs from men’s unwillingness to interfere in what they consider a domestic 

affair. Lodovico, Gratiano and others from Venice arrive on the day Desdemona is 

murdered. It is here that Othello strikes Desdemona, in front of her kinsmen, and it is 

here that her kinsmen fail to save her. Ruth Vanita explores this subject, writing,

If Desdemona dies, it is not merely for the formal reason that Othello is a 

‘tragedy’ and has to end in death. The tragedy is shown at every point to be 

avoidable and finally occurs because those who should intervene fail to do so [...] 

Emilia’s death at her husband’s hands is again attributable to the onlookers’ 

nonintervention [....] The implication that Desdemona is in danger of further 

maltreatment, is clear. Yet Lodovico makes no attempt to intervene, to speak to 

Desdemona in private, or to question Othello as to the reasons for his anger [...]. 

Yet, even though it is evident by this time [V.ii.221-22] that Emilia is exposing 

Iago’s guilt and is therefore in need of protection (like any state witness), none of 

the men present makes a move to disarm Iago. (343-49)

The men seem to be caught in a state of inaction because of stereotypical societal beliefs, 

which allow Iago to act and commit his evil. This might also point to an aristocratic 

inaction and a servile action. Thus it is the women’s relationships that are vital: “This
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relationship is central to the play in a number of ways. The women’s friendship is an 

implied rebuke to the masculine relationships of Iago/Othello, Iago/Roderigo, and 

Othello/Cassio” (McKewin 128). It becomes imperative, in the end, that Emilia is the one 

to save Desdemona’s reputation, which is all that is left to save, because of her kinsmen’s 

inability or reluctance to act. In order for this to occur, there must be some level of 

friendship—the very one that McKewin raises as a rebuke to the men’s relationships. 

Because of their friendship, and because of the social taboo of entering between a 

husband and a wife, Emilia is the only one who can make amends, as it is her husband 

who has caused her friend misery.

Despite the fact that it is Paulina who serves Hermione and Emilia who serves 

Desdemona, the more accurate comparison is to Camillo, for Emilia has not the powerful 

personality that Paulina does. Instead, Emilia corresponds better to Camillo, whose job it 

is to see the abandoned child back to Sicily. It is only this that can make the play a 

tragicomedy, for if Perdita is not returned, Hermione cannot rejoin her husband.

Likewise, it is Emilia who has the chance to turn the play from its course of tragedy to 

that of tragicomedy. Her chance comes during Othello’s conversation about the loss of 

the handkerchief. Instead of admitting to Desdemona that she had taken it, Emilia 

remains silent and it is this that resolves the play to its tragic path, as Eamon Grennan 

also observes: “it is Emilia’s speech and her silence that serve as direct catalysts to the
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tragic action. [...] [AJbout the handkerchief, she tells a deliberate lie (‘I know not, 

madam’ [IH.iv.24]), and during the contentious argument between Othello and 

Desdemona [...] she remains silent. The bitterness of her remarks after this exchange 

suggests she is aware of her guilt” (284). If Emilia is aware of her dis-service to her 

mistress and feels badly for it, then she is not as completely treacherous as Iago is. It is 

important to remember that it is also Emilia whose last actions clear the name of her 

mistress, thus redeeming both women. The reasons for taking the handkerchief can be 

examined with Camillo’s reasons for redirecting Florizel and Perdita to Bohemia.

Emilia is Camillo’s counterpart, but where Camillo’s selfish interests serve to 

make a happy ending for the reason that his selfish interests are in fact not solely selfish 

because he is for the King, Emilia’s actions swing the play further in Iago’s direction: 

handing over the handkerchief and lying about it, among other things. What is it that 

makes these actions selfish? To answer this we must look at what makes her act the way 

she does. We know that Emilia is the wife of Iago, and as many feminist critics have 

pointed out, a married woman is subject to her husband’s whims. In addition, 

Shakespeare makes an unusual move in giving us evidence of their marriage by featuring 

the two alone together at times.

From Shakespeare himself we see the way Iago treats Emilia. We never see 

Paulina alone with either Antigonus or Camillo; indeed, we never see any background of
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Paulina and Hermione’s relationship or of Emilia and Desdemona’s. For all we know, the 

two women met for the first time on the ship that brought them to Cyprus. There is 

nothing to indicate whether they have a friendship, although some critics have argued for 

this idea. However, Shakespeare has provided us with an example of Emilia and Iago 

together and it is not a view of a thriving relationship. This relationship seems to indicate 

the trend Sturrock has noted in regards to the writings of the period: “In the early years of 

the next century, partly through the license given by King James’s notorious dislike of 

women, anti-feminism gathered momentum [...] the one constant feature in [Iago’s] 

various guises, whether he is with Cassio, Roderigo, or Desdemona, is his contempt for 

women” (1). Instead of a productive marriage, as Carol Chillington Rutter points out, 

Iago is bored with Emilia and sets out to humiliate her. We can see this in several 

instances: his comments to Cassio about Emilia after disembarking the ship, what he says 

to her before she hands over the handkerchief. Domestic violence patterns are frequent 

within Othello, as Sara M. Deats notes: “although Iago is never shown physically 

abusing his wife Emilia before he murders her at the denoument, he indulges in 

consistent psychological abuse, continually insulting and demeaning her” (85). From this 

we can see that Emilia is a powerless woman in a bad arrangement and she’s trying to 

improve her situation by improving relations with her husband. Even though we can 

understand and sympathize with her, the fact remains that her reasons here are truly
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selfish for she is the only one who stands to gain, while others stand to lose; only by 

helping her mistress and becoming a true servant can Emilia gain for herself some 

semblance of freedom from Iago, the patriarchal society, and the untruths that have been 

forced onto her, such as the double standard to which women are held, forcing them to be 

untrue to themselves. Deats asserts that, “Emilia alone breaks the cycle of subservience” 

(90). Emilia makes a conscious decision to disobey her husband, thus becoming 

disobedient but virtuous, knowing that she steps out of the parameters of a typical wife’s 

role. The question to ask is, “Does she serve her own interests knowing that others will 

come to harm?” The answer seems to be no—that it is only later that she realizes the 

extent of what has happened. On the other hand, she sees the climax building and is not 

entirely innocent—it must be kept in mind that she has the chance to confess, in Act HI, 

scene iv (lines 23-30), and does not reveal to her mistress where the handkerchief has 

gone.

Paulina and Camillo are perfect counterparts, working well independently and 

together. Emilia and Iago, however, are ineffectual partners. They are working at cross 

purposes—selfish ones; but where Camillo’s selfish wish is to return to his King, the one 

he serves, here both are working for the purpose of solely selfish motivations that will 

change their own status, no one else’s, and it is for this reason that they gain nothing. 

Their selfishness comes to no avail, and thus they are not capable of completely swinging
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the play to a totally destructive path (Iago’s way) or back to happiness (Emilia’s).

Instead, we have a botched attempt at annihilation, botched because Iago has been 

revealed and caught. In order to be successful, this pair would need to be more in tune 

with each other, as Lady Macbeth and Macbeth are or as Paulina and Camillo are. Let us 

now turn our attention to the second half of the relationship—Iago.

We’ve looked at the ways in which speech, or the lack thereof, plays an important 

part in Emilia and Desdemona’s relationship. Indeed, the power of language often recurs 

in many Shakespearean plays; its power and importance are stressed again and again. 

With both Desdemona and Hermione we note their strong capabilities in language. Many 

critics, Grennan and Zender particularly, have noted the importance of speech and 

linguistics in Othello; topics range from passion to linguistic humiliation to lightness and 

darkness. In the first part of the play, much of the language referring to Othello or 

Desdemona’s love for him has magical overtones. Through the lovers’ explanations we 

find that it was the magic of language that engaged the two. However, it seems that the 

magical language used to describe Othello and his actions should, in fact, be used toward 

Iago, for he has the whole cast of characters seemingly enchanted, unable to realize the 

truth of his betrayal, unable to do anything but what he wishes. This is, in part, the reason 

Iago is successful as the driving force of the play—there is almost no one who disobeys
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him or his schemes. Instead there are people who manage to attain free will, wrestling out 

from under Iago’s spell (this will be examined later).

Iago’s first act is to reveal Othello and Desdemona’s marriage to her father, 

hoping that this will destroy Othello’s friendship with Brabantio and his reputation not 

only with Brabantio, but also with the entire Venetian senate. Although the friendship 

with Brabantio is extinguished, Iago doesn’t succeed in destroying Othello’s life in 

Venice, for a variety of reasons: the senate’s need of Othello in Cyprus, which Othello 

has already forecast, Desdemona’s speech, and Brabantio’s unwilling blessing of the 

union. Of course, this first plot of his could not succeed, for if it did the course of Othello, 

Desdemona, and Iago would change, with no guarantee of what would happen. It is 

necessary for the trio to be in Cyprus for any action to take place.

With many of Shakespeare’s plays relocation is necessary for the action to 

proceed. In many of the comedies there is a removal from society to the country or to a 

forest. The reason for this is so that the parties involved can solve their problems— 

problems caused in the midst of society. However, it is also important to note that after 

the problems are solved, Shakespeare’s characters must return to society, signaling their 

successful recovery. Only social outcasts such as Jaques stay behind, separated physically 

from the society that they were already parted from. The fact that there is no return to 

Venice for the characters of Othello is important to realize. But, much like the comedies,
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where a removal to another setting is often necessary for the resolution of conflict, there 

must be a relocation in Othello if Iago is to poison his patients. There are multiple 

reasons for this, one in particular that is argued by many critics, including Carole 

McKewin, who brings attention to the isolation of both women, particularly Desdemona. 

They know no other people and have no other family to back them up against accusations 

of adultery: “With no family or friends, Desdemona and Emilia are alone in a military 

camp, where masculine conceptions of honor define what a woman is, and no bungling, 

well-meaning watches [like Dogberry from Much Ado] come to save the day” (128). And 

Vanita points out that before tragedy strikes, Lodovico, Desdemona’s kinsman, arrives 

and has an opportunity to change the direction the play is following simply by 

intervening. This is another example that fits in well with Hunter’s assessment of Hamlet 

and Claudius in the previous chapter, where each action or inaction opens and closes 

certain possibilities for the play. Although Lodovico and other minor characters have the 

chance, nobody intervenes, leaving it to the only other stranded woman in the play— 

Emilia. With this in mind, we get an image of Iago moving pieces on a chessboard, much 

as Oliver Parker depicts in his film version of the play.

And because Iago takes such care to arrange the positions of his pawns, it is also 

important to note the effort Iago takes to persuade Roderigo to accompany them to
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Cyprus, disguised. He spends forty-seven lines arguing for this, in addition to the 

numerous lines on the subject of suicide:

Put money in thy purse; follow thou the wars; defeat thy favor with an usurp’d 

beard. I say put money in thy purse. It cannot be long that Desdemona should 

continue her love to the Moor—put money in thy purse—nor he his to her [...] If 

thou wilt needs damn thyself, do it a more delicate way than drowning. Make all 

the money thou canst [...] Seek thou rather to be hang’d in compassing thy joy 

than to be drown’d and go without her. (I.iii.339-61)

With the repeated lines “put money in thy purse” inserted like a subliminal message, we 

must remember that Iago serves no one but himself, so the question at this point in the 

play is why does Iago urge Roderigo to put money in his purse and hold out hope that 

Desdemona will yet be his? The emphasis on money serves to reassert to the audience 

that Iago is out for himself and himself only—he’s wringing Roderigo dry, much as 

seems to happen in Twelfth Night to Sir Andrew Aguecheek, but with more evil intent. 

But beyond this, the only answer can be that Iago imagines some use for this foolish man 

and is laying the groundwork. In order to show the audience the necessity of Roderigo, 

we can look at the first scene, where Iago uses Roderigo to inform Brabantio of
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Desdemona’s flight. This scene sets the pattern for Roderigo and Iago’s relationship 

throughout the entire play—Iago using Roderigo to accomplish that which he cannot do 

directly. Another example of this is Act II, scene iii; in the previous scene Iago has 

convinced Roderigo to anger Cassio. Iago then gets Cassio drunk and proceeds to twist 

things his way. The reason Iago needs Roderigo to do the dirty work here is so that he 

can seem to remain innocent, in which case everyone will believe his telling of the story. 

If Iago were forced to act straight-forwardly as the villain he would be in a position of 

doubt, no longer viewed as the true and virtuous servant.

We never understand what it is explicitly that Iago hopes to accomplish overall 

except that he plots Othello’s ruin. Like Paulina, Iago directs the play, although not for 

good purposes, as in The Winter ’sTale. Where Paulina is applauded for her use of 

language, some argue that language is ultimately Iago’s weakness.

Throughout the play, as Karl Zender notes in his essay, “The Humiliation of 

Iago,” Iago changes the end he plans for various other people and ends with pushing 

Othello to the death of Cassio and Desdemona, going so far as to dictate the way 

Desdemona shall die (323). If we believe that Iago is a malignant force, a personification 

of wickedness, then why does it matter to him the way that Desdemona dies, as long as 

she dies? In addition to this question is another—when Desdemona seeks his advice, he 

urges her not to act: “I pray you be content; ‘tis but his humor [...] Go in, and weep not;
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all things shall be well” (IV.ii. 165-71). At this point he has got his chess pieces exactly 

where he wants them and anything she does will almost certainly not gain her any footing 

with Othello, so why does Iago advise this? There are many reasons, as there always 

seem to be with Iago, one of which is that this is the only action with enough finality to 

ruin Othello, who keeps remembering Desdemona’s goodness. With her death there is no 

way Othello can ever break free of Iago to return to Desdemona.

Another possible theory that Zender puts forth is that Iago resents Desdemona for 

her linguistic superiority and his subsequent humiliation at her hands. Identifying 

language as one potential theory that Shakespeare is grappling with in Othello, Zender 

writes: “So a central struggle in the play is between opposed ideas of the ultimate purpose 

of language. [...] Which is it, the play seems to ask—fluency in anger or fluency in 

love—whereto we see in all things language tends?” (328). As we have seen, Iago is 

strictly malignant—he has no belief in the existence of anything pertaining to affection or 

love. The ultimate cynic, Iago uses his language to feign affection but it may just be his 

inability to recognize the existence of love that is Iago’s undoing. Iago’s speech is forced 

when he encounters the game of wits, which, as a courtly pastime, is founded upon a 

language of affection. His failure acts as a constant reminder of his inferiority to 

Desdemona, a woman, in something that he refuses to believe exists but which is brutally 

brought to his attention. Indeed, Desdemona parries his criticisms at every turn: “These
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are old fond paradoxes to make fools laugh I* th’ alehouse [...] O most lame and impotent 

conclusion! Do not leam of him, Emilia, though he be thy husband” (II.i.138-62). With 

this we can see that although Desdemona may laugh at the supposed silliness just 

proposed to her, she does not agree with it and shows her own superiority over Iago. For 

although, Desdemona and Othello do die, the one thing that Iago cannot vanquish is their 

love for one another, nor can he conquer the language of affection. Zender writes, “That 

Iago is resentfully aware of the failure of his language to equal Cassio’s and Othello’s is 

evident from his reaction after the exchange [Il.i. 100-78] with Desdemona ends” (330). 

Having his inadequacies brought to the surface is what prompts Iago to push Othello for 

Desdemona’s death, and whether he resents her or not for this reason, Iago still resents 

her and this signals Desdemona’s demise at Iago’s hands, as opposed to Desdemona’s 

death at Othello’s hands. Desdemona, like Hermione, is active in the beginning of the 

play, speaking and acting for herself, as many critics have noted. Many are puzzled by 

the seemingly abrupt change in her as the play progresses and have attempted to find 

solutions for this. For Iago, Desdemona’s declining activity signals his succeeding 

conquest of (over) her, and thus with this last encounter wins the final round over her.

If, however, Iago lacks the language capabilities of other people in the play, in 

terms of the language of affection, it is perhaps possible that we can find reasons for 

other actions. As mentioned earlier, Iago doesn’t succeed in enchanting everyone,
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possibly due to his inadequacy, and perhaps knowing this, he takes measures to protect 

himself. To this end he goes after Roderigo, who is in love with Desdemona. In the name 

of discovering Cassio’s would-be murderer, Iago finds and kills him. He does so in order 

to silence Roderigo; however, Roderigo has finally come to understand what Iago is 

doing and leaves his last words holding Iago accountable in a letter, which is found after 

his death and read by Cassio:

There is besides, in Roderigo’s letter,

How he upbraids Iago, that he made him 

Brave me upon the watch 

[...] Iago hurt him,

Iago set him on. (V.ii.224-29)

Why does Roderigo write a letter if he fears for his life instead of taking pains to save 

that life? Why, indeed, is it necessary for Roderigo to write his letter? Surfacing after 

Emilia’s exposure of Iago, it reaffirms what she has said upon the subject of Iago’s 

treachery, emphasizing Iago’s betrayal to many, not just Othello. We also see that, after 

being a dupe for so long, Roderigo finally understood the spell he was under. As if 

awakening from a fantastic dream, which few wake from, Roderigo on his deathbed can 

see there is more to Iago than meets the eye—indeed, outside of the dream he can see all 

that Iago has done to him and others in terms of Iago’s own purposes. It is necessary, in
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such an unusual ending, that someone within the play is able to see the enchantment in 

order to point it out in full detail to others—characters and audience.

Another seemingly loose end comes as one of Iago’s last acts—pointing the 

blame of Cassio’s injury on Bianca. What purpose can this action serve? Is Iago thinking 

ahead to an explanation that will be necessary after the surreal night is over, when 

someone else will again need to be held accountable? Of course, Iago is the one at the 

root of the problem and is ultimately the only one who can be held responsible—in both 

the eyes of those characters still alive at the end of the play and of the audience.

Iago’s last act is to kill Emilia. He does this as the only justifiable (for him) 

punishment for his wife’s open disobedience of her husband—a husband who can’t stand 

not being in charge, enchanting everyone. Emilia has already unveiled the truth, so what 

purpose can his murder of her have? It can only be seen as a punishment by Iago of 

someone who refused to stay inside the enchantment he had created, and for the audience 

Williamson suggests character doubling as a reason why Emilia must die: “The manner 

of her death echoes Desdemona’s, completing the identification between them” (114). 

And just as Desdemona’s death is inevitable, so too is Emilia’s. She has done all that she 

can for the play—her role has ended and, in addition to the other stated reasons, Emilia 

needs to be taken care of now that she is a loose end. The solution to that is her death, for 

if she were to go on living it would be more of a punishment than anything. Still married
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to Iago, her life would no doubt be as bad, if not worse than before. While we have the 

knowledge that Iago is to be punished and put away, Emilia still remains tied to him, 

unable to support herself and with no husband to do it for her. That, plus the inevitable 

reputation of the wife of a man who brought destruction, means that it would be a 

punishment rather than a reward, for she cannot remarry and go on with her life. Here, as 

in King Lear, death is a reward. For Emilia it comes about because of the choice she

makes to be a virtuous servant.

Emilia’s end actions can be analyzed in several ways. As pertinent to tragedy, her 

actions serve to bring about an attempted catharsis, a coming-clean—she is the only one 

who knows enough of what has happened to do this. However, looking at it in terms of 

feminist criticism, many have argued that Emilia is able to break free of the misogyny by 

choosing Desdemona over her own husband. As Paulina is unable to be a good physician 

while Antigonus is around or while married, so too Emilia is unable to be a true and good 

servant—a true and good friend—to her mistress Desdemona while Iago is interfering with 

her. Sturrock observes that

[Emilia] is not too scrupulous to pilfer the handkerchief, not too pure to use the 

word ‘whore’ or to consider a suitably rewarded adultery; yet it should be noted 

that in these faults she is in a twisted way considering her husband’s welfare. 

However, finally she rises above the moral level at which her marriage has
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established her [...] In extremes, her instinct is for truth and for faithfulness to the 

best that she knows, which is Desdemona. (5)

Her marriage with Iago places her on a lower moral level and it is partly because of this 

that the play ends in tragedy. The patriarchal values which affirm a man’s control over 

his wife lead to the multiple deaths at the end of the play. It is as Vanita has noted that 

society’s non-interference policy leads to no one intervening between either Othello and 

Desdemona or Iago and Emilia. While under the power of her husband, Emilia is unable 

to be true and faithful as a servant. Both Paulina and Emilia begin their true service while 

their husbands are present and this presents us with views of marriage and the patriarchal 

inner-workings. In both cases the idea of controlling women is present, considered a 

necessary thing by most of the characters. However, this idea is contradicted by the fact 

that the women are the ones who save the play—as much as it is possible for Emilia to 

save Othello, and it is only through the rebellion against their husbands that they can 

accomplish this. As Neely remarks: “Emilia’s function and attitudes do change, however, 

though her character perhaps does not. She moves from tolerating men’s fancies to 

exploding them and from prudent acceptance to courageous repudiation. She ceases to 

function as a reconciler of the views of the men and the women, and the separation 

between them becomes absolute” (234). The very fact that she moves from tolerating to 

exploding men’s fancies, from passive to active, signals a change in her character.
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Nobody else seems to change, develop or learn anything from this tragedy of Desdemona 

and Othello, as they do in Romeo and Juliet.

With the seeming break in patriarchal power over these women, we see another 

similarity between Paulina and Emilia— their growing voices, which coincide with their 

mistresses declining vocality: “As her lady becomes increasingly withdrawn into a 

maiden ideal, Emilia becomes more assertive and vocal about Othello’s jealousy” 

(Williamson 112). As Desdemona becomes more and more isolated, her voice becomes 

present less and less. It is important to note that where Paulina seems to have a 

reasonable, if not a good, marriage, Emilia does not. This difference can provide us with 

the reason as to why Paulina is a good servant from the beginning while Emilia has to 

work at it. Only by her own mistress’s misfortune can Emilia work through hers. Stealing 

the handkerchief is as much a dis-service to herself as it is to Desdemona. Likewise, her 

increasing vocality and the act of revealing the truth is as much a service to Emilia as it is 

to Desdemona—regardless of the fact that neither one is saved by it. It must also be 

marked that Paulina and Emilia’s voices only grow when they are needed, and is thus a 

form of service. The importance of this rising voice in response to a lowering of voice 

has been noted in the previous chapter; in addition to this, however, we also have 

Williamson’s idea of doubling, which would indicate that the voice of the heroine goes
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out of her own self and into that of her servant, as the only acceptable vessel for rebellion 

against society’s ideologies.

We’ve looked already at some of Emilia’s actions, but it might be helpful to look 

at them in the context of one another. A list of Emilia’s major actions can show us their 

paradoxical nature: she takes the handkerchief, denies knowledge of it, defends 

Desdemona to Othello, denounces the double standards of sexuality, comforts and tends 

to Desdemona (bedroom scene), calls Bianca a whore, and reveals the truth to Othello 

and the others. The question now becomes one of complexity—is Emilia more complex 

than, say, Paulina because of her multi-faceted responses? Emilia has a choice to make 

that Paulina does not: should she serve her husband or should she serve her mistress? In 

the end she becomes a good servant because she disobeys her master’s (Iago’s) bad 

orders. The options in front of Emilia are shown to us because there needs to be a reason 

for her to do what she does. Her act of taking the handkerchief can and has been seen as a 

response to her powerless position in marriage. However, as we have seen, Shakespeare 

has often left out reasons for some of his characters (i.e., Paulina’s fidelity to Hermione); 

it is only with a character who, out of necessity, must make conflicting decisions that we 

are offered reasons why. Emilia is the only one who could take the handkerchief because 

she is the only one who is in close proximity to Desdemona. The only other person who
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has this closeness is Othello, who is automatically discounted as the object of torment 

that the handkerchief will produce. Likewise, Emilia is the only one who can show us 

Desdemona in the willow or the bedroom scene and, in the end, is the only one who can 

piece the entirety together. Because of this we have a servant who learns to do right in the 

end, but whose actions at times seem to contradict each other. To explain away the 

contradictions, Shakespeare gives us scenes of Iago and Emilia alone or scenes where 

Iago psychologically abuses Emilia, making fun of or insulting her in front oi^^ers. The 

end confession—what reason is there for this? Why does she reveal the truth at the end 

when the audience already knows the guilt of Iago? What reason can there be, for 

Desdemona is already dead and the minor characters have failed to save her? The answer 

is for the completion of the tragic hero—Othello must know what he has done. Emilia is 

the only one who may be capable of bringing about a catharsis, for Othello and the 

audience both; in this solemn play, where little goes right, there must be some redeeming 

quality, some flickering light of hope, and thus Emilia can find her way to being a true 

servant, rather than an echo of Iago, which is what she would be had she not revealed the 

truth in the last Act.



Chapter Three:

The Disorderly Orderliness of Servile 

Sanctions in Much Ado About Nothing
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As the earliest of our selected plays, Much Ado About Nothing exhibits many 

differences and variations from the two later plays. In studying this comedy, the majority 

of its audiences have favored it while critics themselves are divided. Some think it is 

discontinuous and shabbily put together, while others argue for its continuity and inter

connectedness. The popularity and critical acclaim of the play is sharply contrasting— 

those who feel it is a disaster and those who feel it is a funny and successful work with no 

major detriments. As we see from William McCollom: “ Ado About Nothing is very 

popular with audiences but somewhat less so with critics. Although it is conceded to be 

very witty, it is felt to be lacking in that profounder quibbling that characterizes 

Shakespeare’s later work” (67).

In the previous two sections we have concentrated on a single pair of people and 

how it is that they serve to bring about the plot and its ending. Originally, my choice for 

this play was Margaret and Borachio; however, as I began looking in-depth at the text I 

noticed something that intrigued me. In Much Ado About Nothing, there are no characters 

who could be considered singly responsible for the plot (in the way Iago might be). Here, 

every character is dependent upon the others because each character and servant is only 

given one duty or role. Thus, as might be expected, there are a larger number of



characters in this play as opposed to the others, based upon degrees of importance of 

characters, roles of characters, and the setting. In Othello, there are thirteen characters, 

and of these, two are seen only in Venice (Duke of Venice and Brabantio) and the 

remaining eleven appear mainly in Cyprus. Out of these eleven, four are secondary 

characters, meaning that they have no direct, active influence on the plot. These are 

Gratiano, Lodovico, Montano and the Clown. This leaves us with seven people of 

varying importance: Othello, Cassio, Iago, Roderigo, Desdemona, Emilia and Bianca. Of 

all of these characters, there are only four (five, if one counts Bianca) who could be 

considered traditional servants when looking at their descriptions in the dramatis 

personae, these being Othello, Cassio, Iago and the Clown (who plays only a minor role). 

Of these, three serve the military, and only the Clown is a personal servant. Emilia herself 

is not defined as a servant and it is only due to Othello’s command that Iago’s wife serve 

his that she enters this particular position. In The Winter’s Tale, there are twenty-one 

characters, although the character Time cannot be assigned a group, and indeed has no 

role other than that of the chorus or narrator. This gives us twenty, of whom ten are 

secondary characters (Mamillius, Cleomines, Dion, Archidaus, Autolycus, Mariner,

Jailer, Emilia, Mopsa and Dorcas). Of the remaining ten, three remain in Sicilia (Leontes, 

Paulina, and Hermione) while seven are in Bohemia (Camillo, Antigonus, Polixenes, 

Florizel, Old Shepherd, Clown and Perdita). Out of these characters only the Jailer, the 

Mariner, and Emilia are listed with servile positions in the dramatis personae.

However, in Much Ado, there are eighteen characters, of whom six might be seen
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as secondary (Antonio, Balthasar, Conrade, Sexton, Boy and Ursula); of the eighteen, ten 

are in positions of service (Balthasar, Conrade, Borachio, Friar Francis, Dogberry,

Verges, Sexton, Boy, Margaret and Ursula). Most of the other men are also in service, but 

their service is to their state (i.e., Claudio supporting Don Pedro in war). The entire play 

takes place in and around Leonato’s grounds in Messina. There is no division of setting, 

as in the other two plays. Othello operates in two settings with seven major characters 

and six varying secondary characters. The Winter’s Tale operates again in two settings 

with three and seven major characters in the respective locations. Much Ado, however, 

has only one location and twelve major characters who have direct bearing on the plot. 

What is the reason for this ample cast? Whether by design or not, Shakespeare has 

combined the characters of earlier plays, resulting in more complex characters in his later 

plays. For example, the role of Paulina in The Winter’s Tale, in Much Ado comprises 

Beatrice and the Friar, as well as others at various moments—Leonato as he chides 

Claudio and Don Pedro and delivers his demands for reparation and Ursula when seen at 

the masquerade with Antonio anticipates Paulina and Antigonus. Thus, each character 

has a splinter role that will affect the continuum of action in Much Ado: “They arrange 

maneuvers, appoint times and places, and apply their wits to managing events. To some 

extent, of course, this is so in all dramatic plotting; things have to happen. But here 

‘plotting’ is specifically apt, both in the basic sense of ensuring a sequence of events and 

in the narrower one of devising plans to achieve ends” (Humphreys 71). Each person here 

has one specific job for the plot. Some critics see this splintering or prefiguring as an
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indication of a bad text—an indication that this is an inferior play, for the characters seem 

unnatural and incomplete. Recent critics have disagreed with this assessment (both that 

the characters are unnatural and that the text is inferior), however, and argue against these 

assertions, as Humphreys has done.

Before we delve into these characters, there is one more area to examine from the 

previous paragraph. This is the idea of setting. Ado is unusual in that it occurs only 

in Messina—no forests, no islands, no other kingdoms. Many critics have proffered 

reasons similar to what Walter Davis writes about this:

its society threatens not only love but life itself, and it does so not merely because 

it is stale or straitening, but because corruption lurks at its heart [...]threats to 

happiness are seen not as resulting from the legalistic rules of society but as 

welling up from a deep-seated evil firmly enmeshed in, if not actually caused by, 

the nature of society itself. And, by replacing the usual two juxtaposed settings of 

actual and more or less ideal [...] by the single inescapable world of Messina, it 

forces attention squarely upon the ineradicable problems of human society, the 

actual untinged by the possible. In this respect it is one of the most ‘realistic’ of 

the comedies. (2)

Penny Gay writes on this level of reality: “From its [Much Ado's] very opening lines it 

insists that the audience recognize on the stage a simulacrum of the ‘real world’ [...] This 

is not a world in which a girl can disguise herself as a boy and not be recognized even by 

her lover; it is, rather, a society structured very like the Elizabethan one which first
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witnessed it” (69). With this emphasis upon reality it becomes more and more difficult 

for an audience to shrug off the implications found within the play. Ado is 

concerned with society rather than individuals, which is what Othello and The Winter 

Tale analyze in various ways. This may have an effect upon how characters are formed, 

as well as how they are perceived by their audience. If examination is to be placed solely 

on the individual, more care is likely to be taken when forming the character. However, 

when looking at a society the particulars of the individual are lost because they are not 

necessary—only those characteristics that help constitute a society are to be seen. This 

differentiation enables us to see what Shakespeare’s aims might have been when drafting 

his different plays. As Much Ado can be seen as a play about society, the minute details 

of the people represented are missing, such as the history between Beatrice and Benedick, *"*' 

who supposedly lives in Padua. This is an explanation for those who feel the play is 

lacking or inferior—possibly they have approached it with the wrong ideas in mind. We 

cannot expect to find complete or wholly-rounded characters in a play about society as 

not even history books give us that. It also might explain the inter-connectedness of the 

people in the play, why they depend upon each other and why there is no one person who 

can do it all. That said, an investigation into these characters can begin with Beatrice.

As, in the end, Emilia is the voice for Desdemona, and, as Paulina is throughout 

the play the voice for Hermione, Beatrice is the voice of Hero, standing up for her when — 

others do not; but whereas Emilia and Paulina rise in vocality when their mistress’s voice 

declines, Beatrice is always and continuously vocal. One reason for this might be that



Hero has no voice to begin with and thus we never see her vocal decline and Beatrice’s 

vocality rising. However, there is one flaw with this idea, and that is the fact that Beatrice 

speaks—whether it is for Hero or not—she speaks. Beatrice can converse on many topics 

and is not limited to using her voice strictly for her cousin; indeed, instead of limiting her 

use, Beatrice is capable of word play and much more. She can defend herself when need 

be and the other characters allow Beatrice her own space in which to speak. While — 

Beatrice’s talent for language has been much commented on, some critics believe Hero, 

in contrast, has no voice (“Hero, who can only sigh and blush” [Fergusson 55]), but the -  

fact is that she is very vocal—in the love plot of Beatrice and Benedick. Hero never 

seems to speak for herself, but she can speak for her cousin, knowing what suits her kin, 

while Beatrice does the same, although, admittedly, in the play we see much of Beatrice’s 

defense of Hero and little of Hero’s defense of Beatrice, who doesn’t seem to need much. 

What we do see from Hero is concern for her cousin’s happiness, something that the rest 

of her family does not think about. These two seem to be shadows of Rosalind and Celia 

from As You Like It, which is placed at 1599, shortly after Much Ado, but, where there is

an equality between those two, here there seems to be an imbalance. Beatrice is the voice 

of reason through all, articulating themes that are echoed later in Othello, such as her 

speech after the church scene: “Is ‘a not approve’d in the height a villain, that hath 

slander’d, scorn’d, dishonor’d my kinswoman? O that I were a man! What, bear her in 

hand until they come to take hands, and then with public accusation, uncover’d slander, 

unmitigated rancor—O God, that I were a man!” (IV.i.301-06). Here we have pointed out
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to us the disparity between men and women, and while the play does not end in tragedy 

the way Othello does, it is difficult to ignore the message concerning the helplessness of 

women at this time, as critics such as Ruth Vanita and Sara Deats have noted about 

Othello. Indeed, it seems that Beatrice is the social commentator over all, challenging and 

forcing both those within the play and those without to examine and analyze the idea 

couched soundly within our ideologies. Beatrice is similar to Paulina in this respect. 

Paulina tries to nurse the King back to health, refusing to let him ignore the problems of 

society—a society that places a woman’s honor upon her chastity and a society that 

places a man’s honor upon that same chastity. Much Ado is infused with jokes on this 

subject, including word play and jokes surrounding the words ‘bull,’ ‘cuckoldry’ and 

‘horns.’ Beatrice is our reminder that although the jokes seem funny at the time, 

underneath their surface lies a layer of seriousness and belief that is not funny and can — 

have serious consequences, as can be seen in all of our selected plays despite the fact that 

only one ends in tme death and true tragedy.

Paulina, as we have seen, rises only in response to her mistress’s need of her. She 

does not exist until that time. Likewise, at the end of the play when all is fixed, Paulina is 

prepared to drift back to a similar non-existence until Leontes stops her. Beatrice, for all 

her parallel qualities to Paulina, is capable of existing without her cousin; perhaps this is 

because the two are cousins, not a defined and explicit serving relationship. However, 

like Paulina, Beatrice has a partner working with her—Benedick. The pair of Beatrice 

and Benedick seem to be an inverse of Paulina and Camillo, for a variety of reasons.
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Paulina and Camillo are brought together in marital union because of their position of 

partnership toward the health of the King and Queen—they have both served faithfully 

and in tandem as equals. They are finely tuned to the degree of their service and thus we 

never see Paulina and Camillo interacting, giving orders or conspiring about plans. They 

are so well suited as to be two halves of a whole. Beatrice and Benedick’s relationship 

has not reached this level of maturity and thus it is necessary for them to have 

interactions and orders. Indeed, it may be because of this need that the two are brought 

together into their relationship well before the end of the play. Paulina and Camillo need 

no time of adjustment and are thus joined at the end of their play. We can imagine that 

one day Beatrice and Benedick will have reached a point of being on par with Paulina 

and Camillo, but in Much Ado they reflect the youthful and awkward atmosphere of the 

play overall. Thus, after the church scene we have Beatrice giving her orders to 

Benedick: kill Claudio. This ultimately translates to challenging Claudio to a duel; it is 

the challenge that she asks for, not necessarily his death. Although his death might sound 

like a good idea, ultimately it is not, which is why Benedick challenges him to a duel, 

thus proving his love to Beatrice, but is never forced to kill Claudio. In a sense, the death 

of Claudio would be a bad command and Benedick proves himself true to Beatrice by 

realizing what it is that she asks for—a compromise. The play does not go far enough 

into a tragic arch to necessitate going beyond this compromise to Claudio’s actual death 

or even the actual fight.

Friar Francis can be considered the part of Paulina that is prone to action, if that



of Beatrice is limited. He might also be considered a physician who restores order, 

although there are many people who comprise the role of physician itself. The Friar is the 

one who suggests the death of Hero after she has been denounced by the others, and 

although there are some possible differences between his actions and those of Paulina, we 

can still see him as a fragment of Paulina, for it is he who speaks during the commotion 

of the church scene when all others are overcome with emotion. Also, he believes 

implicitly in Hero, having no doubts, when her own father believes her guilty:

Hear me a little,

For I have only been silent so long,

And given way unto this course of fortune,

By noting of the lady. [...]

Call me a fool, [...]

If this sweet lady lie not guiltless here 

Under some biting error. (IV.i. 155-69)

It is the Friar who has the plan to save Hero and sees that they carry it out; in this play it 

takes many to carry out the plan that Paulina accomplishes alone in The Winter’s Tale. 

Perhaps because of this, the ways in which the Friar and Paulina handle the death scene 

are different. While Janice Hays posits that “The solution that he [the Friar] proposes, 

that Hero pretend to be dead, has little to do with rational schemes and striving after 

goals. Rather, it opens the play’s action to a perception of reality different from that of 

the instrumental chain of seeming cause-and-effect that has led to Hero’s slander” (88),
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his process of dealing with the situation itself is logical, even if the plan is not.

With the Friar we have a person who is cool and logical in the face of the others’ 

overwhelming emotional responses. Paulina, however, is a sort of inverse of this. While 

those around her behave in a rational fashion (Leontes, after the Queen swoons, proceeds 

to plot his future actions of repentance), Paulina uses language to suffuse those around 

her with the importance of the Queen’s death:

What studied torments, tyrant, hast for me?

What wheels? Racks? Fires What flaying?

[...]Thy tyranny,

Together working with thy jealousies

[...] O, think what they have done,

And then run mad indeed—stark mad! Winter’s Tale m.ii.175-83)

We skip Paulina’s plan to announce Hermione’s death, whereas the Friar spells it all out. 

While these two scenes are different, the Friar and Paulina are similar in that neither 

proposes the death as proof of innocence. The Friar proffers it as a way of making 

Claudio remorseful of his actions: “Change slander to remorse [...] what we have we 

prize not to the worth / Whiles we enjoy it, but being lack’d and lost, / Why then we rack 

the value” (IV.i.211-20) and Paulina’s plan follows along similar lines—Leontes’s 

remorse for what he has wrought. Hays remarks upon this in Much Ado: “However, the 

play’s resolution does not come any more according to the priest’s than to Don John’s 

scheming, for it appears that once Hero has ‘died,’ Claudio does not give her another
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thought” (93). The proof of their mistress’s innocence comes not from Friar Francis or 

Paulina, but from another source—Dogberry and the oracle, respectively.

Hero’s relationship with Margaret has not received as much attention from critics 

as has that of Desdemona and Emilia; however, it is still important to look at their 

conversations for many reasons, among them a better understanding of both women. As 

they prepare for the wedding, Hero and Margaret make small talk on matters of society, 

for even removed from society they cannot leave it. Margaret reveals a loyalty to Hero in 

her description of the Duchess of Milan’s gown; after a description of gold, silver, pearls 

and other ornaments upon fabulous fabric, she says, “yours is worth ten on’t” and when 

Hero replies, “God give me joy to wear it, for my heart is exceeding heavy,” Margaret’s 

rejoinder is, “‘Twill be heavier soon by the weight of a man” (m.iv.23-26). Hero is —1—  

astonished, much as Desdemona is at Emilia’s attitudes towards men. Here both Margaret 

and Emilia serve to open the eyes of the heroine to potential realities. When asked if 

she’s not ashamed of herself, Margaret retorts, “And bad thinking do not wrest true 

speaking, I’ll offend nobody. Is there any harm in ‘the heavier for a husband’? None, I 

think, and it be the right husband and the right wife; otherwise ‘tis light, and not heavy” 

(Dliv.33-37). With this exchange we get a sense that Margaret is as Borachio will later 

describe her, just and virtuous, but at the same time, human. This seeming closeness 

between the two women raises questions about Margaret’s part in all the action, which 

will be discussed later on in this section.

In Margaret we have another aspect of the servant who drastically changes the
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direction of the play’s momentum. Combined with Beatrice, she becomes a portion of 

Emilia later on, unknowingly being of dis-service to her lady. Margaret and Beatrice both 

have certain qualities that shine in Emilia—Beatrice can be seen in Emilia’s final speech 

for the simple reason that Beatrice is always in control of her words and uses them 

effectively, asking for action. Margaret is also witty and at times vocal, but never 

meaningfully, as Beatrice is; meaningful in terms of directly advancing the plot. But it is 

Margaret’s actions, rather than her words, that ultimately brings the threat of tragedy into 

the play. Before her scene with Borachio, she speaks or is spoken to in two scenes: at the 

masquerade she flirts with Borachio and later Hero sends her to tell Beatrice that Hero 

and Ursula speak of her, thus orchestrating the Beatrice-Benedick love plot. In neither 

instance does she seem to be indispensable to the play; indeed, her character seems to be 

a second Ursula. And although her action may seem meaningless to her with respect to 

the action of the other characters, the audience knows more, having already heard 

Borachio and Don John’s plan. Thus, it is not the actual act that tests Margaret’s service, 

but her responses afterward. Like Emilia, Margaret has done something that could be 

considered a betrayal. Emilia has many chances to reveal her theft of the handkerchief 

and thus her character is a more complex version of Margaret. It is uncertain whether 

Margaret is present at the church scene or not, where Claudio makes his accusations. No 

stage directions explicitly place her there; however, it is certainly possible for directors to



include her, as Kenneth Branagh does in his movie production of the play. This inclusion 

changes drastically the character of Margaret. If not present, she remains true to 

Borachio’s description of her later (“No, by my soul she was not [hired by Don John], / 

Nor knew not what she did when she spoke to me, / But always hath been just and 

virtuous / In any thing that I do know by her” [V.i.300-03]), but if, as in Branagh’s 

version, she is present, Margaret gains a level of responsibility that reflects negatively on 

her, for she does not come forward with the truth, thus mirroring Emilia. But where 

Shakespeare has provided Emilia with reasons as to why she does what she must do for 

the play, with Margaret we are left in the dark—if present at the wedding (and why 

wouldn’t she be?), why doesn’t Margaret speak up? We really have no background on 

Margaret at all with which to speculate on her actions, which is interesting because in 

Othello and The Winter ’sTale we have reasons provided for us as to why certain 

characters would have wanted to do what it is that they must (e.g., Camillo’s longing to 

return to Sicilia and his King). Another interesting and possible conflict within 

Margaret’s character occurs in the scene following Borachio’s confession. This is the first 

time we have seen Margaret since the wedding, as nothing places her in the previous 

scene in which Hero was absolved. Margaret is seen exchanging verbal sparring with 

Benedick: “Will you then write me a sonnet in praise of my beauty?” (V.ii.5). She 

exhibits no sign of any wrong-doing or of anything being at all amiss—suggesting that if 

she does know what’s up, again she is not in true service to Hero. However, if she wasn’t 

present at the wedding then she must have heard what happened; after all, the servant’s
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grape-vine was well established and the drama would have made its way to those who 

served Leonato and his family. Indeed, with the intimacy that we see as Margaret helps 

Hero to dress, it seems strange that she should not know of the events. This blithe 

response either way raises questions about Margaret’s aims, as McCollum notes: “The 

role of Margaret is mysterious, to say the least; only by straining can we think of her 

various activities as congruent” (67). Indeed, the incongruous aspect of Margaret can be 

seen as part of the reason critics see the play as inferior. No one within the play seems to 

question her character, however, beyond Leonato’s belief that she had a part in the crime, 

which Borachio denies. The crime itself also offers up questions that the audience seems 

to have accepted or ignored.

In the balcony scene, which we are absent from, there are inconsistencies. First of 

all, Borachio says, “They will scarcely believe this without trial. Offer them instances [...] 

hear me call Margaret Hero, hear Margaret term me Claudio” (II.ii.40-44). As Hays 

points out concerning these lines, “Since the entire point of the deception is to persuade 

Claudio that Hero is sexually involved with Borachio, it makes no sense for Margaret to 

call Borachio ‘Claudio’” (86). Another inconsistency is that of Don Pedro’s music, as 

Humphreys notes: “What becomes of the music Don Pedro proposes for ‘tomorrow night 

[...] at the Lady Hero’s chamber window’ [H.iii.85-7]? (Its presence would have ruined 

Don John’s plot.)” (65). It seems almost as if the audience is expected to ignore the finer 

details, accepting that Borachio wooed Margaret under the name of Hero and let it go at 

that, not questioning Margaret’s acceptance of being called Hero. McCollum writes that
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“Critics like Stoll and Bradbrook have shown that the Elizabethans were frequently ready 

to drop consistency of characterization for tonal or other reasons. Margaret seems to 

illustrate the point. She is a witty lady-in-waiting, on excellent terms with both Hero and 

Beatrice, but the plot demands that she play her foolish part in the famous window scene” 

(70). There is no one else to do this, for Ursula, the only other servant type, is seemingly 

engaged (in affection, not the formal sense of the word) with Antonio, Hero’s uncle. And 

this is only one of a multitude of problems that override this idea. Thus, as McCollum 

concedes, the plot demands that Margaret play her foolish part. But the question of 

inconsistencies within Shakespeare’s texts can be interpreted in various ways. Some 

would term the inconsistencies as weaknesses on the part of Shakespeare, while others 

might be inclined to look deeper into the text for reasons, stating that the playwright did 

have other options—he could have written any infinite amount of other scenes. Perhaps, 

these inconsistencies tell us more about the characters, and as Camillo’s desire to return 

to Sicilia shows us his virtuousness, perhaps Borachio’s terming Margaret Hero and she 

terming him Claudio can be looked at in part as a desire of Borachio’s to have a relation 

similar to that which he is proposing to break up.

Margaret’s deceiver, Borachio, functions as the mechanics of the plot against 

Hero, Claudio, and Don Pedro. He comes up with the plan for Don John and implements 

it, beginning with “I think I told your lordship a year since, how much I am in the favor 

of Margaret, the waiting-gentlewoman to Hero” (II.ii.12-14). He is a follower of Don 

John, who has just had a falling out with his brother, Don Pedro. Don Pedro is friends
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with Leonato. If Don John is against his brother and any of his friends, how conies his 

servant to be in the favor of Leonato’s daughter’s maid a year since? It seems unlikely 

that the two would have had any chance of establishing a relationship while the brothers 

are at war with each other; however, looking at it in terms of making the plot turn 

towards tragedy, we can see the explanation. Borachio prefigures Iago, although he 

seems only a shadow of that villain, and thus his job in the play is to cause dishonor to 

Don Pedro. The easiest way to do this is to slander a woman, accusing her of whore-ish 

qualities, which cannot be proven or disproved easily, but once said will plant the seeds 

of dishonor in the minds of the real judges—society. Cerasano has written of historical 

slander suits in terms of Shakespeare’s play: “The language of a sullied reputation— 

whether or not that reputation belonged to a man or a woman—was constantly associated 

with female sexuality gone amiss” (172). Thus, Borachio’s solution for dishonoring Don — 

Pedro and Claudio, the one who has replaced his master, is to slander Hero, which 

dishonors Claudio for choosing a woman without chastity and which dishonors Don 

Pedro, both for approving of the match and for his part in the arrangement of it. And as 

we shall see with Don John, here we have the perfect reason for turning the play towards 

tragedy. Borachio seems to be a bad servant, committed to serving his master, even if it 

causes harm to those he cares for. Thus, another inconsistency in the text is Borachio’s 

eagerness to cause ruin and disaster to his lover’s providers, his bragging of his actions 

and then his sudden about-face into regret for his actions, with no seeming evidence of 

the switch occurring. By approaching the play in terms of plot necessity, we can see that



it is necessary that Borachio be the kind of person who would feel it necessary to brag 

about his part in it all, in order for the watch to overhear him and take action, and this fits 

with his willingness to mar Hero’s reputation. But what about his repentance? What 

could necessitate that Borachio have a change of heart? Surely not the arrival of 

Dogberry and Verges. Is his penitence true or just a ploy of someone who knows how to 

make do and one who knows what side the bread is buttered on? After all, Don John is 

nowhere in sight to help bail him out. His actions call to mind critics like Humpherys, 

who suggests, “The characters are all, as has been suggested, functionally related [...]

This functional alliance of each part with every other combines with the sense of social 

reality to make Much Ado more a social than a romantic comedy” (70). The actions of the 

characters in the play, while seemingly random, do actually serve a purpose in the realm 

of its society. If we look at the play in terms of what needs to happen, Borachio must 

repent because in order for the play to be a comedy (happy) all villains must be accounted 

for, either as true villains or as confused ones who regret what they have done. Also, if 

Borachio didn’t repent, a variety of other problems would ensue. One such problem 

might be in the exoneration of Hero. This brings us back to Cerasano’s work, in which he 

writes of the legal properties of slander suits and the difficulty women had in charging 

someone with a slander suit: “Perhaps the latter fact is not surprising, given the well- 

documented tendencies towards cultural misogyny, as well as women’s general 

disadvantages under the law at the time. Women could not, for instance, plead for 

themselves without a male guardian” (169) and later, writing of the language used to
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further that misogyny: “It also shows the way in which men use language to set up the 

law for their own advantage, and how they continually use language to diminish women 

to nothingness” (178). It is absolutely necessary for Borachio to feel sorry for his actions; 

otherwise, neither Hero nor Margaret will ever escape a sullied reputation. And although 

Borachio is a penitent villain, in him we can see the beginnings of the later Iago, 

especially when considered with Don John, and in The Winter’s Tale, Borachio’s 

character is included into the psyche of Leontes.

Don John’s patronage is the reason Borachio first hatches his plan. In this, 

Borachio is a bad servant, for he is obeying a bad command from his master, which will 

ultimately reflect upon his master. All servants should attempt to save their masters— 

whether from threats to their life or threats to their spiritual well-being. Many critics see 

in Don John the precursor to Iago, although he is not as evil. John Crick observes this, 

“He [Don John] may be an early sketch for Iago and Edmund but he lacks their 

intelligence and flair, and Shakespeare has wisely kept him within the narrow bounds 

appropriate for comedy” (37-38). And indeed, Don John himself seems to be a rather flat 

character who has failed to accomplish what he wants from life and now relies upon his 

followers to furnish what he desires—revenge. Like Iago, he looks to the person who 

benefits most from his falling-out with Don Pedro, thus his choice of Claudio. There are 

other suggestions for Don John, however, such as that of Hays, “He plants the seeds of 

distrust in Claudio’s mind, and I would suggest that he does so by externalizing 

unconscious aspects of Claudio’s psyche” (84)—the weaknesses of Claudio, which cause
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strife in his relationship with Hero, shown in the ease with which he is discouraged from 

Hero at the masquerade. In terms of plot, Don John is there merely to test the strength of 

Hero and Claudio’s relationship and this in turn affects Beatrice and Benedick. Once he 

has done this there is no more use for him—this is why Shakespeare has him run away 

rather than remaining to confess as Borachio does—Borachio still has a purpose for the 

plot, whereas Don John does not, not being connected to Margaret. Don John’s flight 

may cause problems for Shakespeare’s audience, for really we never get a reason or an 

explanation for his flight—after all, he flees when his plan has evidently succeeded, so 

why run? The continued presence of Don Pedro’s bastard brother, would, however, cause 

more difficulties or problems than his disappearance does; at the end of the play we have 

the reconciliation of the lovers to each other as well as the other characters in the play 

and the presence of Don John would raise questions about the play’s ultimate ending— 

how can the play end happily with a sinister presence? We can accept Borachio’s 

repentance provided that Don John is out of the picture, but the repentance of an 

illegitimate brother who has rebelled twice already might be more than the audience 

could agree to. In addition to this, it is necessary for Don John to flee in order for 

Borachio to be able to vouch for Margaret’s character.

Finally, Dogberry, Verges, and the Watch bring balance to the mechanics of 

Borachio—they bring him in, making possible the happy ending we see on stage. Some 

people see the three plotlines of Hero-Claudio, Beatrice-Benedick, and Dogberry and 

Watch as unsettling and ineffective, as we can see from McCollom: “The main plot of the
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play is certainly not the chief interest, and the central characters in this plot would never 

stimulate an A. C. Bradley. Moreover, the three main strands of action do not at first 

seem very well joined. The sudden appearance of Dogberry and his men [...] comes as 

quite a jolt on the path of the action” (67). Others see them as effectively intertwined, as 

Davis indicates: “Much of the melodrama [...] that overtakes the two love-plots in this 

scene is lightened by a third plot that will bring both to satisfactory conclusions” (10). 

And Humphreys writes, “As for the structural value of the Watch, that needs no insisting 

upon” (63). In setting up the play the way he has, with one character taking on one duty, 

Shakespeare makes it necessary to have someone else discover the whole of Don John’s 

plot, for everyone else is already occupied with their own specific duty and, as we have 

already seen, the Friar already has his duty and thus cannot be the one to bring the truth 

of the situation about. Hays concludes, “The resolution of the Claudio-Hero plot is thus 

contingent upon the intervention of a benign Providence that has placed a man who can 

function with both his head and his heart in the right place at the right time” (93) and, as 

unlikely as it seems that Dogberry and his men fit her description, we find that it is true 

and it is hard to imagine Don John being brought to justice in any other way. Humphreys 

continues,

Introduced as soon as Don John has intervened [...] but led by a commander so 

successfully tedious as to conceal their findings until after the crisis, they are 

deployed in the story with an impeccable sense of timing as to both the process of 

discovery and the guidance of our dramatic responses: we respond to the church



scene assured that the truth will out, however tardily. (63)

The characterization of Dogberry and company lightens the play, helping it to become a 

comedy. They also provide assurance that all will end well, which has the effect of easing 

what ever tragic tensions that exist within the play. Partly because of this, Much Ado 

retains a seemingly carefree tone, rather than gaining the somber tones of the tragedy of 

Othello or the dignified ones of the tragicomedy of The Winter Tale.

In Othello, the revelation of what has happened occurs only after the death of 

Desdemona, when nothing can be repaired. In The Winter’s Tale we never really have an 

explanation of what happens to cause Leontes’s jealousy, but his belief in its truth is gone 

with proof of the oracle’s proclamation. Here it seems too late to make repairs since 

Hermione is dead, but because of Paulina Leontes is given a second chance, as is 

Claudio. It is necessary for us to examine the distance in time between the deaths and the 

time when the women are cleared of all accusations in order to gain an understanding of 

the characters. Leontes is given proof of Hermione’s innocence at the moment when she 

swoons, the moment we learn of Mamillius’ death. Her death and her exoneration are 

almost instantaneous, whereas Hero must wait for the proof of her chastity. We have the 

Friar’s plan to announce her death, the encounter between Claudio, Don Pedro, Antonio 

and Leonato, Benedick’s challenge to a duel, and later, the intrusion of Dogberry and 

Verges. In the encounter between the accusers and the accused we note the lack of 

remorse on the part of Claudio and Don Pedro for what they have wrought. Evidently 

Hero’s betrayal is considered much worse than murder. In The Winter’s Tale there is no
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time between death and exoneration to observe whether Leontes is remorseful on account 

of her death alone.

In order to have an understanding of the differences between these types of 

drama, it is helpful to look at the attitude towards death in the plays. It is important to 

note death’s presence in each of the plays, regardless of whether it is a tragedy, a 

comedy, or some variation. The presence of death is essential for tragedy, as Martha 

Andresen-Thom explains: “The paradox is familiar to tragedy: sometimes exalted life has 

to be killed by the world in order to make more real its highest values” (271). In the 

comedies it is there in order to emphasize the potential for tragedy and to make the 

happiness more fulfilling. Overcoming tragedy, death and the villains who bring it make 

the ending much more worthwhile for both the characters of the play and the audience 

who views it. But the attitude towards death before it appears, when it appears and when 

it takes someone away can reveal many things—it tells us about the characters who react 

or do not react and it gives us information about each genre of drama, providing possible 

blueprints for how certain characters must respond to the idea of death.

In Othello, death is sought, first by Iago and then by Othello himself. 

Consequences of their actions are not weighed by these people—only the action is 

anticipated, not what comes after that action. Like little boys playing soldier, neither Iago 

nor Othello stops to think of the reality—that death is final and afterwards we can’t pick 

up the bodies and put them back into their ranks to start a new battle. Iago does not 

respect human life and thus cares not for its loss, but Othello is not an ultimately evil
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person, just a misguided one. Through his manipulations by Iago, Othello becomes more 

and more like Iago, caring not for the human lives he’s planning to destroy. We can see 

this with his insistence on Cassio and Desdemona’s death. He thinks not of the good 

services they both have done them, thinks not of asking for a second opinion other than 

Iago’s, thinks not of anything but their deaths, hoping that this will assuage his grief. It 

cannot, however, for all that it brings about is their death and the death itself becomes 

empty because nothing changes; if Cassio and Desdemona had been guilty, their death 

would not change the fact that they betrayed Othello. Othello still lives with this 

knowledge when they are no more. They are not guilty, however, which makes their 

deaths, or intended death in Cassio’s case, even worse. Only with the entrance of Emilia 

is Desdemona’s death made a reality, for with her entrance we get confirmation of what 

we have just witnessed, and it is the only death that is regarded with a degree of 

seriousness. The other characters who flood the room seem to be play-acting in the toy 

soldier scheme. The deaths of Roderigo, Emilia, and even to an extent Othello are 

regarded as a mere nothing, as we saw in the previous section. What is unusual about this 

is that death is generally seen as final and thus humans value life. Or at least they should. 

If the characters in Othello had been given the seriousness they deserved, Othello's 

ending would have been more in line with King Lear's. But here, the purpose of Othello 

differs from King Lear's—here we have a poisoner who disregards the value of human 

life along with patients who seem to disregard it also. As a servant of his country, 

Shakespeare may be pointing out the dangerousness of treating life like a game of war.
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In The Winter’s Tale we have only Leontes who looks for the death of others— 

Polixenes and his new-born daughter (possibly also the death of Hermione). However, as 

we saw in the first section, Leontes is considered ill, out of his right mind, which is why 

Camillo must disobey his bad order. The two deaths that are asked for are not received, 

while two others are (or three, counting Antigonus’s end). With the death of Hermione 

and Mamillius we see a difference between this play and Othello. Once the news is 

announced that first Mamillius and next Hermione are dead, the court is brought crashing 

down to reality. Leontes recognizes the consequences of his actions, partly by himself, 

partly with the help of Paulina, and death is treated seriously after this.

Much Ado About Nothing differs from both of these examples. Death is neither 

looked for nor taken seriously when it comes. Here, Hero is the only one to die—even 

Don John lives after his war with Don Pedro and at the end of the play. Since most of 

Hero’s friends and family are in on the deception, it is only the accusers and the Watch 

who can show us the reactions to death in Messina, with the possible exception of 

Margaret. Margaret’s position raises other questions about the dismissal of death also, the 

dismissal of the death of a friend. Neither Claudio nor Don Pedro seems to care that Hero 

is dead. Again we have the image of toy soldiers in settings of war. Both Othello and his 

men and Don Pedro and his are embedded in a military society. It is only with her 

exoneration that Claudio and Don Pedro mourn for Hero and go through with Leonato s 

demands that they proceed with a ritual for Hero. This ritual foreshadows Leontes’ period 

of sixteen years; it is a testing of Claudio to see if he is ready and worthy of Hero, to see
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if he has learned the value of life. This examination shows us the similar feelings that 

both the characters in Othello and Much Ado have concerning death. It also demonstrates 

how easily it might be to go from comedy to tragedy or vice versa and stresses the 

importance of those characters whose job it is to act, helping those who cannot help 

themselves.

Of all the characters, who is the most influential, most necessary to make the plot 

function? For certainly there are people here who may not be absolutely essential; 

stripping Much Ado down to the bare bones, we find that Don John and his followers are 

necessary for the element of danger needed to appreciate the happy end, and that the Friar 

and Dogberry and his associates are needed to remedy the situation, bringing about that 

happy end. My concentration on the servants and not main characters such as Hero, 

Claudio, Beatrice or Benedict may be unusual, but what Davis writes of Dogberry and his 

men can be applied to most of the characters discussed here: “they do have the common 

sense so many of their betters lack to smell a rat, and arrest the villains” (10). We can see 

that in a case where inaction characterizes the main characters, the activeness of 

characters like Dogberry is what brings about the final ending—whether it produces 

marriages or deaths.
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Conclusion:

Implications of Servile Sanctions within 

Shakespeare’s Plays

There are many unexplored aspects yet to be dealt with, even within these three 

plays, in terms of doubling, servants and plot formation, but this has given us a place to 

begin. One question to answer regarding Shakespeare and his plays might be the question 

of action versus inaction in relation to servants and masters and mistresses. Why is it that 

the hero and heroine can’t act for themselves, that they must have someone else come to 

their aid? We’ve examined M.L. Williamson’s theory that the servants—in some specific 

cases—are in fact doubles, or mirrors of the hero or heroine, necessary in order to act out 

against the constraints of society, but bound to the same fate as their mistress and master. 

Another idea might be that of contemporary society—a popular belief is that the higher 

the class the less work one did. Maurice Hunt discusses Perdita’s idleness as an inherent 

trait of her aristocratic nature:

[I]n comparison with other characters at the sheepshearing festival, she appears 

passive, idle [...] A large segment of Shakespeare’s audience would have 

considered this inclination of idleness and passivity to be [...] the ambiguous mark 

of Perdita’s aristocratic nature. They had heard covert and not-so-hidden satire on 

the idle aristocracy in plays by Shakespeare [...] and by other Jacobean dramatists. 

(“Labor” 341)
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Judith Weil notices something similar in The Taming o f the : “And although he 

[Petruchio] must be given credit for compelling her to see herself in his actions, his 

servants do almost as much to change Katherine as he does [...] Taming schools seem to 

require third parties; this one contains not only Grumio but his ‘spruce companions,’ the 

troop of household servants” (79), where Petruchio must have his servants’ help and 

cooperation in order to have a successful plan. This leads us back to the idea of service as 

an aid, an act of helping someone.

In purely social or class parameters, one might argue that Shakespeare was a 

proto-Marxist, in favor of the working classes, due to his favorable representations of 

servants (as active) and less favorable representation of higher characters (as inactive), 

although this might prove problematic. For instance, the emphasis on service in these 

people’s lives might be considered so exclusionary as to make us wonder what goes on 

when they are not around their mistresses or masters. Bertolt Brecht raises this question 

in his “The Servants,” two short supplemental practice scenes for Romeo and ; here, 

both Romeo and Juliet are seen in relation to their servants and we get a feel for these two 

characters (at least Brecht’s, if not Shakespeare’s) by the way they interact in private with 

these lifelong servants:

Romeo: I’ve already told you, old fellow, that I need the money and for no 

unworthy purpose.

Tenant: But where are we to go if your lordship sells the land from one minute to 

the next? There are five of us.
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Romeo: Can’t you hire out somewhere? You’re a good worker, I’ll give you an 

excellent reference. I must have the money, I have obligations, you don’t 

understand these things, or do I have to explain that when a lady has given me her 

all I can’t put her out in the street without so much as a present? [...] Would you 

want me to do anything so contemptible? [...]

Juliet: And you love your Thurio? [...] You must go to him tonight. [...]

Maid: I’m so glad you’re letting me off. If he meets her, it will be all over. [...] 

Juliet: It’s Romeo! Oh, Nerida, I must go out on the balcony and talk to him. [...] 

you must walk up and down in here and rattle the basin as if I were washing.

Maid: But then I won’t meet my Thurio and it will be all over for me.

Juliet: Maybe they’ll keep him in tonight. After all, he’s a servant too. [...] Dear, 

dear Nerida! Don’t let me down, I must speak to him. (147-50)

Here the emphasis is on the servants and the problems in their lives, not those of their 

mistresses and masters. Shakespeare never gives us scenes like this, where we get a 

glimpse of something outside the play. Instead, all characters are portrayed only in 

relation to the plot at hand, although, as we’ve seen, this portrayal goes to different 

lengths—the mystery of Hermione and Paulina’s history versus Emilia’s reasons for 

retrieving the handkerchief. Emilia’s reasons for retrieving the handkerchief are a part of 

her private life; however, the difference comes because Emilia’s reasons tie directly into
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the plot of Othello,whereas the private life of Romeo’s tenant or Juliet’s nurse may not.

Likewise, there are things about the main characters that we never learn, such as: what 

happened to Hero’s mother or how Antonio and Beatrice are related. Rather than 

suggesting that servants do or do not matter, Shakespeare is taking and using only those 

parts which are important for the construction of his plays, as he does with the other main 

characters of his plays.

Another item that oftentimes receives no explanations is why these people serve 

the way they do—what binds them to their master or mistress the way they are bound?

Put differently, why should they be true servants when they are considered unequal in 

many cases? In plays where servants are untrue, actively wishing to harm their masters, 

we are told possible reasons as to why they deceive or mis-serve (i.e., Iago or Don John), 

but for those who serve truly there is no additional information and many times we must 

judge by their actions alone. For instance, why are Paulina and Hermione friends? Even 

this we must assume—that they are friends, for no background of the two is given, unlike 

the background of the relationship between Leontes and Polixenes. We only know that 

they do serve or they do not—as Shakespeare wills. It is undeniable, however, that there 

is a bond and that servants figure prominently within his plays.

One possible reason for the prominent figuring of servants may be the fact that 

servants may have attended the plays regularly and thus it is a way to draw in more 

money, as well as the possibility that those who were of a higher class had, at one time, 

been a servant of some sort. Weil points out that many younger people were in service:
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“Alan McFarlane and Ann Kussmaul estimate that as many as 60% of the 15 to 24 year- 

old group participated in this customary institution [service] at any one time” (73). As to 

whether this group attended the playhouse regularly or not, there seems to be evidence 

suggesting that very thing.

Charles Whitney has done extensive historical research regarding the likelihood 

of servants attending plays in Shakespeare’s time, using guild records, court minutes and 

ordinances, many of which forbid workers to attend the playhouses. Whitney argues that 

there must have been a large number of workers spending time at the playhouses to cause 

masters and wardens of guilds such as feltmakers, bakers and plasterers, to make and 

attempt to enforce rules against play-going. He has determined that many servants or 

workers could afford to go to the playhouses and lined up rules against entertainment on 

certain days with activities and events that generally occurred on those days:

Together the two bakers’-court-minute entries testify to the financial means and 

freedom of movement enjoyed by some subalterns in a company not too far from 

the bottom of the social scale and strongly imply their interest in using those 

means and liberty to attend stage plays. Both records focus on activities, 

prominently including visits to playhouses, undertaken during work days rather 

than on Sundays and holidays, the first entry mentioning Thursdays in particular, 

the customary bearbaiting day. (435-36)

In addition to plot necessity, we can see one reason for interest in master to servant 

relations right here. Examination of how other servants are treated or how other masters
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treat servants, even in the imaginary world of a play, is always of interest for parties 

involved.

Speaking of the Induction to The Taming o f the Shrew, Weil writes, “this page 

should probably be regarded as a young aristocrat in training to become a master himself’ 

and in her footnote adds: “Another commonplace is that the best masters have been 

servants themselves” (76-77), fostering the idea that social class was not set in stone, as 

some people would have us think. Anderson supports this idea in her essay on servants in 

Shakespeare, “Historical evidence as well as contemporary writing about servants 

suggests that service was not invariably seen as a lifelong commitment or class 

designation, but that many people went into service as young people with the often 

justified expectation of rising in the world and that many people that employed servants 

themselves began their working lives in service” (5). In addition to this we also have the 

fact that there are different levels of service, levels within levels. Thus we can see that 

those members who comprised Shakespeare’s audience would consist of 1) people in 

service, 2) those who, at one time, had been in service, and were now themselves masters 

or mistresses, 3) those who had never been in service but who had servants themselves, 

and 4) servants who had other servants under them. In any of these cases, the topic of 

service, especially in terms of action versus inaction, would be interesting to the members 

of the audience. And just as other themes in his works often reflect an actual conflict 

within society, such as the issue of masculine and feminine honor and chastity, so too 

would the theme of service be interesting to those who struggled with defining it;
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“It does at least seem probable, however, that Shakespeare’s propensity for representing 

disobedient but virtuous servants in many plays throughout his career [...] indicates that 

such explorations of service may have interested and been welcomed by many members 

of his audience” (14). But even more than this, we must remember that the discussion of 

disobedient but virtuous servants creates the opportunity for thrusting plots forward, as a 

disobedient but virtuous servant automatically gives us a situation, an action and a 

reaction—there is something for the servant to rebel against. So while the plot itself 

revolves around nobler characters, those characters almost as a matter of course fall into 

inaction—they decide and others act. If Shakespeare meant his plays to be a social 

commentary, then these characters’ real life equivalents are being equally inactive— 

inactive literally or in a figurative sense. While those of a higher class seem to be idle, 

with those who serve, we can see the power for action, in both positive and negative ways 

that we never envisioned—for instance, how does the decision to pick a handkerchief up 

off the floor change the course of one of the most famous plays in English history?

We have seen that service can be regarded as cyclical, with all levels of society 

responsible for another level. We have seen that Shakespeare undertakes the role of critic 

as part of his service, addressing concerns within society, the economy, and the 

government. In order to do this, he creates characters who also serve, in the traditional 

and the non-traditional sense. With Shakespeare we see an empowerment of those in 

service, male and female. These servants sanction certain acts while censoring others, all 

in completing their role as societal critic. Those servants who are virtuous and good point
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out to us the problems existing within society, providing possible answers and 

suggestions within the lines of the plays themselves, acting as physicians to an unhealthy 

patient. It is necessary for Shakespeare to use the servile role to point these issues out 

because, as we have seen with Williamson, only the double is capable of speaking outside 

of society’s status quo. Thus, it is only outside of society that change can be made, much 

as within his plays change can only occur in the forest. However, we should remember 

that the change must continue to exist upon reentering society, and so, however 

entertaining these messages may be upon the stage, once the audience exits the theater 

social change is up to those who have just heard the message.
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